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forgive your sins and grant you to

start a new life with Him.Ask Him to

fill you to overflowing with His

Holy Spirit, to lead and guide you

and teach you all Truth, and how to

live in His great love for you and

humanity.

And whatever He wants you to do

keep pressing on with God!

Of Beavers, Stardust, and

The Carpenter
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Showing that the evolutionary

theory godmother  did not make the

universe, nor you and me.

“If it could be demonstrated that any complex

organ existed which could not possibly have

been formed by numerous, successive, slight

modifications, my theory would absolutely

break down.”

Darwin, Charles (1872)
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concerning evolution, then read and

research further, for you will find

that there is a vast sum of knowledge

that shows in the strongest terms

that evolutionary theory of any sort

does not stack up.

The few things presented in this

booklet are only the tip of the

iceberg.

But what is really important is what

you sincerely believe.

Evolution is a contrivance of men

and demons, it will swirl around

with ideas and half proofs, distorted

facts, wishful thinking, and new

notions all the time.

Jesus however confirms His word

with miracles and healings to lead us

to believe that He is the Son of God.

The Heavenly Father sent His Spirit

into the world after He raised His

Son from the dead and He went back

bodily into Heaven.

And the Holy Spirit still performs

miracles through the faith of those

who open their hearts to not be

swayed by the so called science of

mankind, but who believe in the

eternal and enduring word of God.

‘God’s words will ever stand, and if

you put uncompromising and

unwavering trust in them and the

Saviour that they reveal in Jesus

Christ the chosen One of God the

Father, then you too will be raised

from the dead and live eternally in a

body that can never again get old or

sick!

Eternal life is the promise of God for

those who will believe and trust in

Him and what He has to say.

In the end, evolution and all the

theories of man that oppose what

God has to say, are obviously

meaningless and vanities.

People can not base their lives on

such ‘science’ that constantly moves

and itself evolves.

The only solid rock for humanity

and each individual human being, is

Christ.

God created the universe, and He

will destroy it in the end and replace

it with a new one, the home of

righteousness for those who believe.

All the books on evolution and like

theories will be burned when God

destroys the universe.

Where will you be on that day?

Thrown into the eternally burning

lake of fire with the Devil and His

angels?

Or resurrected with Christ for

eternal life and bliss for ever more?

Choose wisely, for this is not an

academic argument over theories,

but a matter of eternal life and death!

Open your heart to receive the Love

of God in Christ Jesus, ask Him



also approve of those who

practise them.

To depart from what God has said

and done, only leaves things for the

power of evil to rule people’s lives.

Paul, almost two thousand years

ago, describes so clearly what we

see happening in modern society

today as more and more PC

orientated evolutionary thought

takes hold.

Evolutionary thought takes people

away from the realities of God and

Who He is.

And we are left with the present evils

that are so much on the increase.

Humanity ends up sinning against

our loving Creator and Heavenly

Father and instead takes the Devil as

their spiritual father and then

behave like the devil in so many

ways.

Evolutionary thought is in direct

contradiction to what God has

already said and done.

There is no element of it that can be

mixed with Scriptural truth.

The spiritual basis of evolution

pretends that God has not already

spoken, and that mankind has to try

and work everything out for himself.

And this attitude is carried forward

into spiritual matters, where

academics have even invented a

concept of the evolution of religion

In it they pretend that mankind has

evolved a concept of ‘god’, moving

from having many ‘gods’ to having

only ‘one’.

By this they assert that as man’s

brain supposedly evolved, he was

better able to rationalize things, and

moved from a superstitious belief in

many ‘gods’ to only one, and as he

further evolves, he will even get rid

of having only one ‘god’!

The amazing thing is however, that

this absurd idea stands in direct

contrast with what has been found in

both the study of ancient and

recently encountered ethnic groups.

Don Richardson in ‘Eternity in their

Hearts’ shows conclusively that the

trend over the vast bulk of the planet

has been in the opposite direction.

That ancient man had a true

knowledge of Creator God, and that

over time corrupting influences

have marred this image of the True

God.

It was the communists who first

really jumped on this notion of the

evolution of ‘god’. The Russian

communists even tried to remove

the name of God from their

dictionaries!

It is the sort of thing that Satan wants

to happen to mankind. And works

hard to bring to pass.

If you are going to have a living faith

in God and are troubled over doubts
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Long ago by ’s

word . .

God

“The heavens existed and

the earth was formed

out of water and by

water.

“By these waters also the

world of that time was

deluged and destroyed.

“By the same word the

present heavens and

earth are reserved for

fire, being kept for the

day of judgment and

destruction of ungodly

men.

Peter 3:5-7

Since Ancient Times

Since the most ancient of times

man has known the exact truth of

his own, the Earth’s and the

Universe’s origin and beginning,

and where everything is headed.

What has happened in recent

decades, in certain countries of

the world, to move mankind from

that certain knowledge?

As you read through these pages

you will discover that what you

b e l i e v e e s p e c i a l l y a b o u t

His the creation He

has made, and the various

theories of evolution, determines

your Eternity.

God— Son,

O my ,God

. .

“In the beginning laid the foundations of the

earth, and the heavens are the work of Hands.

“They will perish, but remain; they will all wear

out like a garment. Like clothing will change

them and they will be discarded.

“But remain the same, and years will never

end.”

Your years go on through all generations.

You

Your

You

You

You Your

Psalm 102



Introduction

Over recent years the writer has been asked for materiel dealing

with the current blind acceptance of the scientific

Evolution”—

trea it as if it were factual and proven .

smaller than a many

hundred page book, information show

why Evolution can never genuinely move on to become a proven

Law of Nature, .

hat really happened at the beginning?

What is going to happen to the world and the universe?

And importantly, what each person’s role to be in it all?

By grace this booklet sets out to provide an introduction to

these vast topics.

Don't be put off by some of the scientific or technical things that

have to be quoted earlier in this booklet, read through them, and

you’ll pick up the essence of what is being spoken about.

Paul A. Norman

Auckland N.Z. 2006

urban myth

called “ and the problem with some scientists

ting

Finding that many people want something

this writer presents ing

and will always just remain an unprovable theory

W

is

God’s

known about God is plain to

them, because God has made

it plain to them.

20  For since the creation of

the world God's invisible

qualities his eternal power and

divine nature have been

clearly seen, being understood

from what has been made, so

that men are without excuse.

21  For although they knew

God, they neither glorified

him as God nor gave thanks to

him, but their thinking

became futile and their foolish

hearts were darkened.

22 Although they claimed to

be wise, they became fools

23  and exchanged the glory

of the immortal God for

images made to look like

mortal man and birds and

animals and reptiles.

24 Therefore God gave them

over in the sinful desires of

their hearts to sexual impurity

for the degrading of their

bodies with one another.

25 They exchanged the truth

of God for a lie, and

worshipped and served

created things rather than the

Creator who is for ever

praised. Amen.

26  Because of this, God gave

them over to shameful lusts.

Even their women exchanged

natural relations for unnatural

ones.

27  In the same way the men

also abandoned natural

relations with women and

were inflamed with lust for

one another. Men committed

indecent acts with other men,

and received in themselves

the due penalty for their

perversion.

28  Furthermore, since they

did not think it worth while to

retain the knowledge of God,

he gave them over to a

depraved mind, to do what

ought not to be done.

29 They have become filled

with every kind of

wickedness, evil, greed and

depravity. They are full of

envy, murder, strife, deceit

and malice. They are gossips,

30  slanderers, God-haters,

insolent, arrogant and

boastful; they invent ways of

doing evil; they disobey their

parents;

31  they are senseless,

faithless, heartless, ruthless.

32 Although they know God's

righteous decree that those

who do such things deserve

death, they not only continue

to do these very things but
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that looked like apes or something

similar, is also to take away all moral

responsablity from human beings.

It utterly denies what has said

and done, and replaces

with human and demonic fantasy.

Any morality from that time forward

which has a Jesus other than the One

through Whom all things were

made, is false and only invented by

mankind, and not a response to the

made us in

the first place.

Jesus has His apostle Paul write

about this two thousand years ago.

God

God’s Word

Heavenly Father Who

Jesus One Whom

God Jesus

Christ Jesus Christ Is

Who He Is

Jesus

One Whom

Whom

Jesus One

Who

God’s

His Son,

Saviour

Who

He

Son God

Whom

is the through all

things were made. To deny the full

creative work of through

, is to deny

really . And to deny the

Lord is to deny His Salvation for

you.

If you have a other than the

through the universe

was made and through our

original ancestors were made, then

you have a different to the

bled and died for your sins on

the cross nearly two thousand years

ago just outside Jerusalem.

To deny Creation of the

universe and all that is in it through

only dearly beloved is to

deny the of the human race,

rose from the dead three days

after was crucified.

And such a person can not save you!

Only the of through

all things were created can

save you!

1 ¶  In the beginning was the

and the was

with , and the was

2  He was with in the

beginning.

3 Through

; without

nothing was made that has

been made.

16 ¶  I am not ashamed of the

gospel, because it is the power

of God for the salvation of

everyone who believes: first

for the Jew, then for the

Gentile.

17  For in the gospel a

righteousness from God is

revealed, a righteousness that

is by faith from first to last,

just as it is written: "The

righteous will live by faith."

18 The wrath of God is being

revealed from heaven against

all the godlessness and

wickedness of men who

suppress the truth by their

wickedness,

19 ¶  since what may be

Word, Word

God Word

God.

God

Him

Him

all things

were made
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Of Beavers, Stardust

and The Carpenter

“This new discovery is exciting,

commented Thomas Martin, a

p a l e o n t o l o g i s t a t t h e

Forschungsinstitut Senckenberg

in Frankfurt, Germany. It pushes

back the mammalian conquest of

the waters by more than 100

million years, Martin wrote in a

commentary article in the Science

journal. “These excit ing

discoveries may just be a glimpse

of what is to come. They

dramatically demonstrate how

many gaps remain in our

k now l ed g e o f Me s o z o i c

mammalian diversity”

(1)

“The mammals of the time were

once thought to be largely

primitive shrew-like creatures,

scuttling at the feet of dinosaurs,

and only flourishing when the

dinosaurs died out some 65

m i l l i o n y e a r s a g o .”

Who would have thought, that a

furry little beaver scurrying around

in ancient China, just thousands of

years ago, was about to fall into

fossilisation, history, and then

make the news in the 21st

century?

,

Jumping forward to February 2006,

the Chinese News Agency Xinhua-

net reports that scientists have

discovered a fossil beaver that does

not fit in with the standard time

scales allowed by theorists for the

development of mammals. Chinese

and American scientists found the

fossil in what may be described as

so-called middle Jurassic deposits in

China.

The positive spin “this new

discovery is exciting”, glibly covers

over a great dilemma for such so-

called science. Previously scientific

imaginations had conceived that

mammals of this complexity did not

appear on the earth for another 100

million years. According to some

rock-dating scientific mind games

(explained below) we are supposed

to believe that these beavers were

alive 160 million years ago.

The BBC commented on 24th

February 2006,

That tied in with Thomas Martin's

statement (above), gives us a clear

picture of what Science really knows,

Reported Xinhuanet

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 23, 2006LOS ANGELES, Feb. 23, 2006
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“They dramatically demonstrate

how many gaps remain in our

k n o w l e d g e o f M e s o z o i c

mammalian diversity.”

The truth is that science does not

accura te ly know what was

happening at all, both for the

imaginary Mesozoic time period,

and every other important point of

real biological history.

Constant statements are

made about fossils that have

been found in rocks that are claimed

to be so many million years old,

while in fact science has no actual

measuring device, or system of

thought, by which to measure any

rock's unknown age, with any

accuracy or certainty at all. And at

all, means .

Do not think for a moment that

when the cute fossil beavers were

found, that they all had nice little

collars on them, with a city council

registration disk giving the date that

they were born; there was nothing

about the beavers, the rocks they

were found in, or anything else, that

can help any kind of science fix a far

off date for their existence.

It is all conjecture, and at worse,

some of it is even make believe.

Fantastically some theorists even

made up ages for the rocks brought

back from the moon. And they are

doing it with the current exploration

of mars by satellite and ground

rovers. Some scientists can even

imagine birthdays for Martian

rocks.

Even the so-called 'geological time

scale' is an invented concept.

No where in the whole world do real

rocks accurately follow the levels

shown in the 'geological time scale'

that you might have been shown in

school science.

The scale was actually developed by

following a pre-19th century theory

on how life was imagined to have

developed. With the idea being that

the simplest forms of life would be

in old rocks, and the more complex

forms of life would be in the newer

rocks. And that is all it is. A scale

developed around a theory, a few

hundred years ago, a theory that is

unrealistic.

There is no objective evidence that

the Earth's earlier rocks will have

only simpler life in them—except for

the imagined theory that, that is how

it might be. And now, that scale

based on a theory, is used as

e v i d e n c e f o r o t h e r

theories—remember that scientific

theories are just sophisticated best

guesses, so here you have one best

at all

Imaginary Birthdays for

Martian Rocks

Earth’s Geological Time

Scale
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For a person who wants to live

“ r i g h t ” , t h e re a re t e r r i b l e

consequences in tak ing on

evolutionary thought. For many it

has happened now a s a part of their

schooling so they had no choice in

the matter any way. Evolutionary

thought will muck up many areas of

life and thought. It touches even into

things that we would not consider

connected at first, and justifies many

sinful approaches to life. For

example ..

The Lord Jesus taught on marriage in

this way.

From the very beginning of creation,

made it that a man and a

woman will come together as one

flesh, and that they may not be

separated by human rules or for

human wants and lusts.

Divorce except in the very limited

permission that the Lord Jesus gives,

is not permissible. And remarriage

to another person is only very rarely

permitted by under very

specif ic circumstances. And

normally the previous marriage

partner must first actually be dead.

Note it must be a man and a woman,

not a man and a man, nor a woman

and a woman. Homosexuality and

lesbianism are not permitted by

; neither for a follower of

nor a non-C ian.

By suppressing the truth of Creation,

and promoting evolution, the people

pushing evolution are dishonoring

the and words. Jesus said,

“.. at the beginning of creation God . .

..

Because at the beginning of Creation

God made Adam and Eve, male and

female, is the reason behind the rest

of Jesus’ instructions on marriage

stand.

To try and undo that God initiated

the beginning of creation, and that

God made our first ancestors

directly, is then to set about

destroying the whole moral base of

the human race.

The basis of human morality is that

made Creation and us at the

very beginning. is the

To say that a non-specific big bang

made the universe, and that by some

chance processes, humans finally

resulted from a line of creatures that

c r a w led o ut o f som e oo z e

somewhere, with recent ancestors

God

God

God Jesus

hrist

Lord His

God

He Father.

For this reason

6 "But at the beginning of

creation God ‘made them male

and female’.

7 ‘For this reason a man will

leave his father and mother and

be united to his wife, and the two

will become one flesh.’ So they

are no longer two, but one.

9 Therefore what has

joined together, let man not

separate."

God

Mark 10:6-9
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If you have opened your heart to the

Creator Himself, you will instead see

in His creation, a reflection of His

wonderfulness.

For God Himself still intervenes in

His creation as He sees fit— not

being limited by the Laws He has

made for it and us to operate under.

Jesus walked on water, raised

stinking dead people from death

back to life, and still does miracles

through the faith of His followers

today.

At the time fo the Tower of Babel,

God came down from Heaven to see

what mankind was up to, and even

changed the shape of our jaw and

skull, creating new languages and

the ethnic differences.

And who knows when else He has

chosen to intervene in what we

consider the natural order of things.

Man’s science (—the word means

knowledge) will always change, but

the Lord and His words will never

change.

Many people want that there would

be a rational approach to explain

how God made the universe and life

forms like ourselves. And this is

where we cross the barrier of what

has been made and Who made it.

Before God made the universe there

was no universe and God dwells in

Eternity. From Eternity or the

Highest Heaven, God spoke and

created everything.

Before God spoke, there was no

universe, no natural order of things,

no laws of nature. So God did not

make anything according to the laws

of nature, He makes the laws of

nature! God merely decreed that the

universe shall be and it was.

God is supernatural — that is, He is

beyond and above all that He has

created, all that we call natural.

He simply made everything out of

nothing, He did not need anything

to initially start to work with at all.

Deity—God is God!

“For this is what the LORD

says—he who created the

heavens, he is God; he who

fashioned and made the earth,

he founded it; he did not

create it to be empty, but

formed it to be inhabited—he

says: "I am the LORD, and

there is no other.”

Isaiah 45:18

Isaiah 44:24

"This is what the LORD

says—your Redeemer, who

formed you in the womb: I

am the LORD, who has

made all things, who alone

stretched out the heavens,

who spread out the earth

by myself
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guess helping other best guesses.

The invented time scale helping the

invented theories of life’s origins,

and theories of life’s origins helping

invent the geological time scale.

If you take the whole planet as a

laboratory, then it shows that many

of the rocks theorised as being

supposed to have only simple life in

them, actually prove to have highly

complex life in them as well.

Hear what

has to say about it

all.

Various theories have been invented

to try and explain away the facts of

how life did start, because there are

moral and spiritual consequences

flowing from the real “origin of the

species”, which some people wish to

dodge. And so they need to imagine

theories to explain away what

ancient man did know about what

did happen, and what will happen

next.

These various theories remain only

theories to this day, that is they are

unproven. Many scientists are now

starting to see that these attempts at

replacing the real account of the

beginning of all things, will for ever

remain only fictional theories, as

they are unprovable, in the face of

the truth of it all. That is why

thinking scientists are now starting

to face the realities of what is called

“intelligent design”—the reality

that everything in the universe

shows so much design, and

thoughtful design at that, that

e v e r y t h i n g w a s o b v i o u s l y

intelligently designed.

So the biggest possible laboratory

test for the theory - the whole planet

- has not confirmed the theory.

an expert, John

Woodmorappe,

He’s talking in scientific jargon,

but read what he is saying.

“It has been claimed that the

geological column as a faunel

succession is not just a

hypothetical concept, but a

reality, because all

systems exist superposed at a

number of locations on the earth.

Close examination reveals,

however, that even at locations

where all ten systems are

superposed, the column, as

represented by sedimentary-

thickness, is mostly missing.

“There is no escaping the fact that

the geologic column

remains essentially non-existent.

It should be obvious, to all but the

most observers, that it is

the ant i -cre at ionists who

misrepresent the geologic facts.

The geologic column does not

exist to any substantive extent,

and scientific creationists are

correct to point this out.”

Phanerozoic

Phanerozoic

biassed

..

(The Geologic Column: Does It Exist? by

John Woodmorappe First published in

Creation Ex Nihilo Technical Journal

13(2):77–82, 1999 viewable on

http://www.trueorigin.org/geocolumn.asp)

Why is it all so important?
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Most of these alternative theories,

ignoring the intelligent design of the

whole universe, and failing to

provide any evidence that support

their case, rely on a ridiculous idea

—instead of evidence— that even

though something is very very

unlikely to ever happen (even

actually impossible), if you just use

strange mathematics, and make up a

very very long time for things to

happen in, then no matter how

impossible the impossible event is, it

will come to pass eventually, if only

you just wait long enough.

Some scientists in trying to

investigate the origins of life have

found that the majority of chemical

reactions they need to build up life,

could not just happen. These

chemical reactions would require

very complex situations to exist, and

just the right chemicals to come

together, in the right way. Also, the

chemicals seem to have to 'know'

how to come together in the right

way, so that life can continue on.

Now (with the exception of

evolution ) the

formal 'scientific method' requires

that you take observations in reality,

make a theory, and then make

experiments in the laboratory

situation to confirm whether the

theory might be an accurate

working model of what is actually

happening in the real world, or in

the universe.

At present in the real world, as could

be predicted from the true account

of what really happened, no new

species are being brought into

existence, and no present species are

changing wholesale into other new

species. That makes a gap for the

various evolutionary theories to fall

through. However undaunted by

the lack of new species coming into

existence, or current ones actually

really changing, these scientists

have hypothesized (in this case

guessed) what they think might

have happened anyway at the

beginning of all things, and of life on

Earth. (And yet there is not even a

fossil that can unambiguously

support such theories!)

As there was no scientist present at

the beginning of all things, scientists

can imagine what ever they

want to—thinking that no one can

contradict them. Even though they

can make up what ever they want

to, they have not been able to make

their fantasies about evolution come

to pass in their laboratory tests.

In fact their work so far, suggests

that at (their version) of the very

beginning of the arth, the whole

environment - in current scientific

reckoning - s

too poisonous for life to exist

let alone supposedly make

itself.

it seems normally

now

E

i guessed to have been

just in,

initially

They’ve resorted to thinking

life must have started on the sea

Let's break that down a bit

Using our mouse trap example, to

survive the mouse trap must catch

mice. If any part of the trap is not

there, no mice are caught, and the

mouse trap dies out.

And if it could not produce

offspring, there could be no

evolution to a so called higher level.

The creature could not actually have

started any simpler or less complex

than the absolute basics it needed to

survive at all.

But evolution can not cope with that.

The idea of complex organisms

being at the very beginning of life

spits in evolution’s face. Yet that is

where the evidence has taken

science.

Charles Darwin and others had no

idea of how complex even the

one cell life form like

bacteria or jellyfish actually are. Yet

Darwin, while having then no name

for it, knew that this “irreducible

complexity” concept, if found to be

true, would completely destroy the

whole theory of evolution.

Darwin wrote,

And that is where we stand today.

There have not been the zillions of

years that all kinds of evolutionary

theory require for their approach to

have even an impossible chance of

success. There is not way to even

measure the age of the universe to be

able to make such a period of time

even seem remotely believable.

The rocks of the earth can not be

apportioned dates, and don't follow

the same consistent patterns

throughout the globe in a way that

can help evolutionary theories.

The laws of physics, especially

e n t r o p y a n d a s p e c t s o f

thermodynamics, do not help any

evolutionary theory, in fact work

against them all.

And bio-chemistry can not make any

form of life in a test-tube, nor in any

other kind of laboratory.

The physical chemical and energy

building blocks of life do not just

throw themselves together and

produce the highly complex

microscopic pieces of ‘machinery’

that make the bigger aspects of life

work.

‘simplest’

“Such an organism can not

‘evolve’ bit by bit. All of the bits

must always be there or the

creature can not live or make off

spring. So in an evolutionary

sense, the very first creature had

to have all of the essential parts or

it could not survive and breed.”

“If it could be demonstrated that

any complex organ existed which

could not possibly have been

formed by numerous, successive,

slight modifications, my theory

would absolutely break down.”

Darwin, Charles (1872)

Origin of Species 6th ed (1988), p.154,

New York University Press, New York
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there are unexpected dead ends,

where you can not go any further

back in how something useful is put

together. This is called “irreducible

complexity”.

Michael Behe (quoted two pages

back) explains this using the

illustration of a mouse trap, as if it

were a biological creature.

Imagine that to survive the mouse

trap must catch mice, or it dies out.

Now in a basic mouse trap like the

one back over the page, every single

part of the mouse trap is essential to

its functioning. Any part at all that is

missing, means that the trap can not

catch a single mouse.

There is a simple complexity in the

trap in that several things have to be

present and work together, but you

can not make the trap any less

complex, everything must be there.

So it has a complexity that can not be

reduced. Or if you like, in the

s c i e n t i f i c j a rg o n i t h a s a n

“irreducible complexity”.

In life at the molecular level, there

are an incredible number of units

that do jobs essential to life, that are

just like this. They are highly

specialised collections of proteins,

that do amazing things. The parts of

each of these units, for all the world,

work like wee tiny machines, hence

they are referred to as “molecular

machines”. When you look at

representations of what an electron

microscope can see of these

“molecular machines” you are

staring at ingenuously crafted pieces

of machinery, just as you would

expect to see an engineer design in

his workshop. Except these things

are so small that they can only be

seen with very sophisticated

microscopes.

The building blocks of these

machines, are complex groupings of

chemicals. So complex and yet

following some sorts of patterns of

codes in how they work, patterns

based on common characteristics.

These are referred to as “language

based chemical codes”. They follow

patterns like a spoken language or a

computer language.

They have rules about how the

chemical “words” can be put togther

just like grammar in a human

language, or syntax to a computer

programmer, or a knitting pattern to

some one working with wool.

For a believer this is no surprise at all

as they know that in the very

beginning God spoke to create each

thing in sequence. So it is no

surprise that what He created bears

resemblance to language at its most

fundamental levels. In fact many

scientists have shown that the whole

universe resonates like various

sound waves.

For evolution this “irreducible

complexity” is a major problem. In

reality it is catastrophic.
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floor around hot water vents from

beneath, or fallen in stones from

space above (which begs the

question). Earth they think was just

too poisonous to be a nursery for life

as we know it. But then they have

the wrong model for the beginning

of the planet any way, as we shall see

.

The tricky part

is that this so-called mathematics

alleges that if you just wait long

enough even the impossible must

happen(!)

further on

So, given the most high powered

computers that the world has ever

seen, and all the chemicals you

could ever want to play with, and

often all at tax payers' expense, these

scientists have been unable to make

even the most simple living

organism, not even a one celled life

form.

In practical realities nothing at all has

changed, even with new theories,

since Sir Fred Hoyle British physicist

and astronomer, first said,

So what do you do if you can not

prove or see it happening?

Well they use some theoretical

'higher' mathematics.

If they can get you to swallow that,

they then say that life only forms

“If there were a basic principle of

matter which somehow drove

organic systems toward life, its

existence should easily be

demonstrable in the laboratory.

One could, for instance, take a

swimming bath to represent the

primordial soup. Fill it with any

chemicals of a non-biological

nature you please.

“Pump any gases over it, or

through it, you please, and shine

any kind of radiation on it that

takes your fancy. Let the

experiment proceed for a year and

see how many of those 2,000

enzymes [proteins produced by

living cells] have appeared in the

bath. I will give the answer, and so

save the time and trouble and

expense of actually doing the

experiment. You would find

nothing at all, except possibly for a

tarry sludge composed of amino

acids and other simple organic

chemicals.

“How can I be so confident of this

statement? Well, if it were

otherwise, the experiment would

long since have been done and

would be well-known and famous

throughout the world.

“The cost of it would be trivial

compared to the cost of landing a

man on the Moon… . In short

there is not a shred of objective

evidence to support the hypothesis

that life began in an organic soup

here on the Earth.”

The Intelligent Universe, Michael Joseph,

London, 1983, pp. 20-21, 23.

Quote available online at:

http://www.answersingenesis.org/creation/

v9/i1/quote.asp

When 1 + 1 doesn’t

equal 2 — Tricky Maths
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itself by chance every now and then,

acknowledge that it is sort of

“miraculous”, and that it must take

very long periods of time for the

event (as they call it) to take place.

Even zillions of years.

And as completely impossible as it

is, that intelligent life can come from

random chemical reactions, given

that long a period of time, it would

a c c o rd i n g t o t h e i r s t r a n g e

mathematics, just have to happen

one day, by mere chance.

So to make this theory even seem

viable, they have to imagine that

they have billions and billions of

years to play around with.

For that to seem real it has been

necessary to try and make the earth,

and the rest of the creation, zillions

of years old.

If you can say that the earth is

zillions of years old, then the bogus

mathematics that says “if you wait

jus t long enough even the

i m p o s s i b l e m u s t d e f i n i t e l y

happen”, can come into play. And

hey presto - you’ll have life as we

know it on the way.

But not surprisingly given what you

have just read, the whole Earth,

rock, and Universe dating set up

that is used to create the illusions of

these long periods of time, is entirely

bogus as well. Again theory

propping up theory, propping up

more theories—and no hard facts .

We are not here talking about

classical and applied science — the

kinds of science that give us

technologies that take men to the

moon or design new and better cars,

or medicines. Things that we know

work. We are here for the most part

talking about so-called science that

is abstract, theoretical, that has no

helpful application in life, but can

harm life. It is about false science

that forms people’s opinions about

the value of human life, medical

decisions, and your place in the

earth and universe—And how you

relate to .

Almost unbelievably even real

scientists in differing departments

of science are often unaware that

another department of science is

basing its work only on the ,

and ignorantly use the information

coming forward, as hard facts.

So the geologist trusts the biology

department to have real evidence

for evolution, and the super-

physists to have real knowledge of

the beginning of all things, while the

biologist trusts the geo-chemist or

related field to give real old dates for

samples, while the geo-chemist

trusts the fossil geologist to give

accurate positions for old index

fossils. And the evolutionary

God

theorists

Not Science Like That

Which Makes TVs Work,

or Planes Fly.
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are all too shallow to cope with the

incredible facts that we unearth

about how we and everything else is

put together.

Modern Science through glasses

tinted with evolutionary haze is

always going to try interpret what

turns up in its quests for origins, as

hopeful stepping stones to confirm

its belief in Evolution.

Even James Shipiro, mentioned

earlier (page 19,) has turned what he

thinks he has seen in the molecular

level of life to try and give a

mechanism for evolution to take

place.

And evolutionary science will

always cast that confusing shadow

over all it comes near.

As time passes, you will hear many

announcements that ‘science’ has

found this and that, and then you

might see a small note in a

newspaper or on the web later

saying that the new ‘fact’ has been

disproved or severely discredited.

The Intelligent Design debate has

brought keenly into focus many of

the catastrophic failures of the

multitude of evolutionary models. If

you are a person who is yet to

become a Christian and have read

this far, then Intelligent Design

concepts like the following create a

big hole in man’s science that needs

the to fill it.

What are, ‘language based chemical

codes and complex molecular

machines’?

The part of science that deals with

the very basic building blocks of life

(molecular biology) is finding that

Creator

“It is a shock to us in the twentieth

century to discover, from

observations science has made,

t h a t t h e f u n d a m e n t a l

mechanisms of life cannot be

ascribed to natural selection

[evolution], and therefore were

designed. But we must deal with

our shock as best we can and go

on.”

“Experimental tests reveal that

the biosphere is full of language-

based chemical codes and

complex molecular machines.

There is no known cause for such

s t r u c t u r e s

Molecular Machines:

Experimental Support for the Design

Inference

Michael J. Behe, 1994 C.S. Lewis Society,

Cambridge University

Casey Luskin, co-author,

“Traipsing Into Evolution”,

Discovery Institute (March 30, 2006)

o t h e r t h a n

intelligence.”

CatchCatch PlatformPlatform

HammerHammer SpringSpring

Holding

Bar

Holding

Bar

A Mouse Trap
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makes this great promise which has

two conditions in it . . can you spot

the conditions?

To start on that path you first have to

be born of s

described it in this way,

Repent from your sins and trust in

Christ!

Work with in the most

important work of Creation that

can do for you personally right now!

God’s Spirit. Jesu

God

He

“But if we walk in the light, as

is in the light, we have

fellowship with one another,

and the blood of

, purifies us from all sin.”

3  In reply declared, "I

tell you the truth, no-one can

see the kingdom of God unless

he is born again."

4  "How can a man be born

when he is old?" Nicodemus

asked. "Surely he cannot enter

a second time into his

mother’s womb to be born!"

5 answered, "I tell you

the truth, no-one can enter the

kingdom of unless he is

born of water and the Spirit.

6  Flesh gives birth to flesh,

but the gives birth to

spirit.

7 You should not be surprised

at my saying, ‘You must be

born again.’

8 The wind blows wherever it

pleases. You hear its sound,

but you cannot tell where it

comes from or where it is

going. So it is with everyone

born of the .”

23 Yet a time is coming and

has now come when the true

worshippers will worship the

in spirit and truth, for

they are the kind of

worshippers the seeks.

24 is spirit, and his

worshippers must worship in

spirit and in truth."

“Therefore, if anyone is in

, he is a ;

the old has gone, the new has

come!”

He

Jesus, His

Son

Jesus

Jesus

God

Spirit

Spirit

Father

Father

God

Christ

1 John 1:7

John 3:3-8

John 4

2 Corinthians 5:17

new creation
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The Wonder of the

One Who Made Us

We started looking at the efforts of

unenlightened mankind, groping

around in the dark, looking for truth.

And we saw that man’s best efforts

anthropologist can

make up what ever they

want with it all!

But only recently have

all these scientists been

discovering that it is all

a big circle with no solid

stuff in the middle. Just

pseudo-factoids based

on each other’s ..

Nothing more than a

circular system of

thought that seems to

confirm itself.

In our minds we need to

separate out that kind of

thing from the kind of science that

makes your TV remote, Ipod, or

electric light work. Split that real

thing off from this kind of fantasy

stuff.

The BBC type of documentaries that

show animations of this fantasy

evolutionary science, as if they were

real film footage, do great harm to

the thoughts of people who do not

yet know better.

Unashamedly presenting fantastic

theories about the beginning of the

Universe and of living creatures and

man, such evolutionary films and

animations presented as real life

(like an animal safari, scientific

report, or other real documentary),

mislead many into thinking that

reality is being presented—when it

is only totally unconfirmed theory.

Here are some little

p u b l i c i s e d f a c t s

concerning theoretical

d a t i n g f ro m J o h n

Woodmorappe ,

Living people saw the recent Mt. St.

Helens eruption, but such “pseudo-

science” would say that the event

might have happened half a million

years earlier, or might not have

t a k e n p l a c e a t a l l !

That’s what the or ½ a million

years bit means.

Many thinking scientists are now

asking these kinds of questions,

writes Andrew Snelling

(4)

,

ideas

(3)

y e t

+ -

Out Dated Rock

Dating

“We somet imes

hear the claim that

the dates must be

valid because they

give dates in the

m i l l i o n s a n d

billions of years.

But modern lavas

frequent ly g ive

anomalously old

dates in the millions to billions of

years. For example:

Several 20th century andesite lava

flows from Mt. Ngauruhoe, New

Zealand gave potassium-argon

‘dates’ from under 0.27 to 3.5

million years.

A 1986 dacite lava dome at Mt St

Helens volcano gave a ..‘date’ of

method as 0.35 ± 0.5 million years

old”
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“. . there are so many

sources of possible

e r r o r o r

misinterpretation in

radiometric dating

that most of the dates

are discarded and

never used at all! Only

those are used which

bear some similarity to

one another—and,

more important, to the

19th-century theory.”

P168 'Evolution

Cruncher'



“

”

How can we trust the use of this

same ‘dating’ method on rocks

whose ages we don’t know? If the

method fails on rocks when we

have an independent eye-witness

account, then why should we

trust it on other rocks where there

are no independent historical

cross-checks?

“It may come as a shock to some,

but fewer than 50 percent of the

r ad ioc a r b on da t e s f rom

geological and archaeological

samples in northeastern North

America have been adopted as

‘acceptable’ by investigators.”—

Flint and Rubin declare that

radiocarbon dating is consistent

within itself. What they do not

mention is thatthe published C-14

dates are only “consistent”

because the very large number of

radiocarbon dates which are not

consistent !

Vance Ferrell B.A., M.A

2001 ed.)

are discarded

What this means is that rocks that

have been formed in recently

observed volcanic eruptions of

exactly known dates are found in

the scientific dating techniques to be

hundreds of thousands, millions or

even billions of years old, or

potentially not even to have been

formed !

So thinking scientists are effectively

saying, how can we trust rock dates

for the supposed deep past, when

we know they do not even work for

situations where we do know the

real actual ages of the rocks already,

from straight forward human

observation of the actual eruptions?

The answer is that we can not, and

must not, trust such dating

techniques.

While studying university geology

in the 1970s/80s this writer recalls

episodes where 'fossils' were

scientifically dredged from a

harbour bed, and dated (at the

government's then laboratories) at

tens of thousands of years old. Yet

when lifted from the harbour bed

these shellfish were alive, with only

one year or two years current

growth showing.

The idea of life being found in fossils

said to be tens of thousands,

millions or billions of years old, is

then a scientific theory tale, a

sophisticated scientific urban myth.

You can not date a rock on earth or

form space and say that it is zillions

of years old. There are very good

scientific reasons for this that others

have written up very well, and any

'good' scientist in that field will tell

you what the real problems are with

such supposed fossil and rock

dating techniques.

Here is an extraordinary series of

quotes regarding C-14 dating from

the

‘Evolutionary Cruncher’ (p. 185,

yet

( ) in

(J. Ogden III, “The Use and Abuse of

Radiocarbon,”in Annals of the New

York Academy of Science, Vol. 288,

1977, pp. 167-173.)
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And the same living

inside you will also help you grow

good fruit in your life. These are

known as the fruit of love and are

described like this.

wants to work with you to

make you more and more like

as time goes by.

literally wants to create a new

man inside you, made in the image

of His Son Jesus.

The does not want to take who

you are away, just for you to turn

from sin and sinful attitudes, release

your ego to ill, and to live from

a heart filled with love, by

truth, with your hope set on the

Eternal life he promises in the

forgiveness of your sins.

The second great thing He provides

that is essential to us, is other

believers. wants you to

regularly gather with other believers

hear teaching even contribute by

and , and be

trained to be one of ’

followers.And to love one and other.

He wants His other children to

become your brothers and sisters,

your new family in . And

Holy Spirit

God

His

Son Jesus

He

Lord

His w

His His

God

His

Spirit’s

Lord Jesus

Christ He

gifts leading

16  So I say, live by the

, and you will not

gratify the desires of the sinful

nature.   For the sinful nature

desires what is contrary to the

, and the what is

contrary to the sinful nature.

They are in conflict with each

other, so that you do not do

what you want.   But if you

are led by the Spirit, you are

not under law [Old

Testament].

19 The acts of the sinful

nature are obvious: sexual

immorality, impurity and

debauchery;   idolatry and

witchcraft; hatred, discord,

jealousy, fits of rage, selfish

ambition, dissensions,

factions   and envy;

drunkenness, orgies, and the

like.

22

. Against such

things there is no law.  Those

who belong to

have crucified the sinful

nature with its passions and

desires.

25  Since we live by the

, let us keep in step with

the .  Let us not become

conceited, provoking and

envying each other.

Spirit

Spirit Spirit

God

Spirit

Christ Jesus

Spirit

Spirit

I warn you, as I did

before, that those who live

like this will not inherit the

kingdom of .

But the fruit of the

is love, joy, peace, patience,

kindness, goodness,

faithfulness,   gentleness and

self-control

Galatians 5:16-26
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New Creation in Christ

3  In reply Jesus declared, "I

tell you the truth, no-one

can see the kingdom of

God unless he is born

again."

4  "How can a man be born

when he is old?"

Nicodemus asked. "Surely

he cannot enter a second

time into his mother’s

womb to be born!"

5  Jesus answered, "I tell

you the truth, no-one can

enter the kingdom of God

unless he is born of water

and the Spirit.

6  Flesh gives birth to flesh,

but the Spirit gives birth to

spirit.

7 You should not be

surprised at my saying,

‘You must be born again.’

8  The wind blows

wherever it pleases. You

hear its sound, but you

cannot tell where it comes

from or where it is going.

So it is with everyone born

of the Spirit.”

John 3

What do you need to do to be ready

to be ready to be part of new

creation and avoid the eternal

burning flames of the Lake of Fire?

As described earlier you need to

believe in what has done

by dying for you on the cross and

raising Him from the dead, and

set yourself to follow and obey

every command.

wants to turn you into a loving

caring person who no longer lives

for sinful desires but to know and do

what pleases your new

knows that you can not do this

by yourself in your own strength

and has provided two important and

different things to help you.

First wants you to receive the

empowering of . That

means that the

will powerfully indwell you. Not

only sealing you like an envelope to

keep you safe for the Day that

returns, but also in a very special

way giving you the strength, and

special spiritual ability to live the

way that wants you to.

To do this most often gives

people a special prayer language

called the gift of tongues. may

also give you other gifts to help other

people, like prophecy, healing and

even the ability to do miracles to lead

people to know .

God’s

Jesus Christ

God

His

Jesus

Heavenly

Father.

God

He

His Holy Spirit

Holy Spirit Himself

Jesus

God

God

He

Christ
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Two researchers

f r o m t h e

Un i ve r s i t y o f

Uppsala, Sweden,

in their report to

the Twelfth Nobel

Symposium, said

this:

“C-14 dating was

being discussed at

a symposium on

the prehistory of

the Nile Valley. A

famous American

c o l l e a g u e ,

Professor Brew,

b r i e f l y

summa r ized a

common attitude

a m o n g

a r c h a e o l o g i s t s

t owa rd i t , a s

follows:

‘If a C-14 date supports our

theories, we put it in the main

text. If it does not entirely

contradict them, we put it in a

footnote. And if it is

completely ‘out-of-date,’ we

just drop it.”—

What has happened?

(T. Save-Soderbergh and Ingrid U.

Inaccurate Dating Methods 185

Olsson, “C-14 Dating and Egyptian

Chronology,” Radiocarbon Variations

and Absolute Chronology, ed. *Ingrid

U. Olsson (1970), p. 35 [also in

Pensee, 3(1): 44].)

The amazing thing is that no long

range dating technique could be

developed that would actually

work, as it could never be accurately

confirmed, certainly not for dates

over thousands of years. The

physics can not be

shown to be stable, the

long term rules by

which it operates

a r e u n k n o w n ,

assumptions about

c o n d i t i o n s a n d

s a m p l e s a r e i l l

founded, and given

that there is no way to

objectively confirm

such a thing—it is

there fore ent i re ly

illogical.

The whole idea of

being able to look at

layers of rocks (strata)

and work out the ages

of the fossils from their

p o s i t i o n s i n t h e

layering is also impossible. Certain

key fossils (called index fossils) are

supposed to be able to date the rocks

in which they are found. But again,

this is based on other theories and

reasonings, not hard facts, and the

actual realities of it are not

consistent. Finally, as a death knell

to the whole thing, the layers and

their fossil contents simply do not

follow a consistent pattern around

the whole world.

Theorists currently work on an

that throughout time everything has

happened in the same way with

rocks, nothing different or sudden

has taken place. That the way things

idea
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“Most of the species of

maidenhair are extinct;

indeed they served as

index fossils for their

strata until one was

found alive.” “The

y o u n g e s t f o s s i l

coelacanth is about sixty

million years old. Since

one was rediscovered off

Madagascar, they are no

longer claimed as ‘index

fossils’— fossils which

tell you that all other

fossils in that layer are

the same ripe old age.”

Michael Pitman, Adam

and Evolution (1984), pp.

186, 198.



happen today, is exactly the same

way that things have always

happened. This theory is an

, called “uniform-

itarianism”. It does not

allow for the actual

cataclysmic and “one

off” events that have

taken place during the

world’s existence. The

facts are opposite to this

theory. Many important

fossil finds are not

found gently laid down

in rocks, but set in rock

d u r i n g o b v i o u s

t u r m o i l , a n d a l l

b u n d l e d t o g e t h e r,

d u r i n g a h i g h l y

energetic geological

event. The vast majority

of rocks that are near

the surface of the Earth were formed

under or through the action of

water, and often apparently quite

suddenly.

For example so many ethnic groups

in the world today can recall aspects

from their ancient traditions of the

earth being deluged by the cosmic

Flood that threatened to wipe out

the whole human race, covering

even the highest mountains of those

days.

Water poured down on the Earth

from above the atmosphere, and

came up from the great depths to the

surface. Continents moved, new

high mountain ranges

formed, volcanism

flourished, with the

whole surface of the

earth being violently

reshaped.

This sudden universal

Flood caused the

instant fossilisation of

ginormous quantities

of living things, and

the sudden formation

of many of the rock

structures, coal and

oil deposits, that we

see today. Only one

family, the ancestors of

us all, survived.

Geology doesn’t span millions or

billions, but only thousands of

years. And the whole Earth

transforming Flood, far less than

one year. Yet today’s chooses

to ignore the realities of this

universal Flood, even the details

that plainly stare them in the face.

Why? Because uniformitarianism

states that as we do not see such a

one-off world wide Flood today, “it

therefore scientifically must never

have happened in the past”. (Flat

earth thinking?) Yet even remote

valley and mountain dwelling

peoples have clear accounts of ‘The

Flood’, handed down to them from

assumption

science

see

nd

http://www.custance.org/Library/Volume9/

Part_II/Introduction.html

a

http://www.nwcreation.net/

noahlegends.html
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We must not limit our

understaninding with

an outdated idea,

‘uniformitarianism’,

that assumes that

only things that are

happening now, tell

us what kinds of

t h i n g s h a v e

happened in the past.

Obviously the past

has sometimes been

very different to what

we see happening

today.

without cost from the spring

of the water of life.  He who

overcomes will inherit all this,

and will be his and he

will be my son.   But the

cowardly, the unbelieving, the

vile, the murderers, the

sexually immoral, those who

practise magic arts, the

idolaters and all liars—their

place will be in the fiery lake

of burning sulphur. This is the

second death."

9 ¶  One of the seven angels

who had the seven bowls full

of the seven last plagues came

and said to me, "Come, I will

show you the bride, the wife

of T ."

10 And he carried me away in

the to a mountain great

and high, and showed me the

Holy City, Jerusalem, coming

down out of heaven from

.   It shone with the glory

of , and its brilliance was

like that of a very precious

jewel, like a jasper, clear as

crystal.   It had a great, high

wall with twelve gates, and

with twelve angels at the

gates. On the gates were

written the names of the

twelve tribes of Israel. There

were three gates on the east,

three on the north, three on

the south and three on the

west. The wall of the city had

twelve foundations, and on

them were the names of the

twelve apostles of the .I God

he Lamb

Spirit

God

God

Lamb

God’s Works of Creation

God’s

He

He

God He

Jesus Christ’s

Him

God

God

Christ

Him

works of Creation have never

stopped. has always intervened

when sees fit, as at the Tower of

Babel when He changed the shape of

different peoples jaws and skulls

and created the ethnic races and

languages that we see amongst

human beings today.

When does medical miracles

often creates missing bits and pieces

out of nothing.

And at the very end of all things,

words will Judge

angels and the human race, bringing

each human up from the dead before

to give account for their lives,

and everyone not found in the Book

of Life will be thrown in a body that

can never die or decay, into the

burning lake of fire that

originally made only for the Devil

and his angels, to be tormented in

extreme agony for eternity.

Then will dispose of the present

Earth and Heavens, and create a new

Earth and Heavens, where only the

righteous in shall live with

for ever!
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God’s

God

His

God Himself

God

I

I

am the Alpha and the

Omega the Beginning and

the End

I

people, the city he

loves. But fire came down

from heaven and devoured

them. And the devil, who

deceived them, was thrown

into the lake of burning

sulphur, where the beast and

the false prophet had been

thrown. They will be

tormented day and night for

ever and ever.

11 ¶ Then I saw a great white

throne and him who was

seated on it. Earth and sky

fled from his presence, and

there was no place for them.

And I saw the dead, great and

small, standing before the

throne, and books were

opened. Another book was

opened, which is the book of

life. The dead were judged

according to what they had

done as recorded in the books.

The sea gave up the dead that

were in it, and death and

Hades gave up the dead that

were in them, and each person

was judged according to what

he had done.

14 Then death and Hades

were thrown into the lake of

fire. The lake of fire is the

second death.

15

.

21:1 ¶ Then I saw a new

heaven and a new earth, for

the first heaven and the first

earth had passed away, and

there was no longer any sea.

2  I saw the Holy City, the

new Jerusalem, coming down

out of heaven from God,

prepared as a bride beautifully

dressed for her husband.

3 And I heard a loud voice

from the throne saying, "Now

the dwelling of is with

men, and he will live with

them. They will be

people, and

will be with them and be their

.  He will wipe every tear

from their eyes. There will be

no more death or mourning or

crying or pain, for the old

order of things has passed

away."

5  He who was seated on the

throne said, " am making

everything new!" Then he

said, "Write this down, for

these words are trustworthy

and true."

6  He said to me: "It is done.

. To him who is

thirsty will give to drink

If anyone’s name was

not found written in the

book of life, he was thrown

into the lake of fire

,
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our common ancestors—Noah and

his family.

do not

When you see purported television

documentaries, articles on the

internet, or books saying that a

certain rock or animal is from

zillions of years ago, don't believe it,

for there is no way of showing that a

rock is even ten thousand years old.

Remember the bogus mathematics

referred to earlier, which says if you

watch for long enough, even the

impossible will happen? That

mathematics needs zillions of years.

The bogus rock and fossil dating

techniques, of this certain kind of so-

called science, are designed to

satisfy that bogus mathematics and

what people want to use it for, and

not to reflect reality.

Pause and consider the implications

of this.

We simply in reality have

zillions of years for certain scientists

to play the i r imposs ib i l i ty

mathematics through, to get the

results that they want us to believe

in—that life exists by chance of

itself, and that it has no .

T h e s e t i m e s c a l e s b e c o m e

part icularly important once

scientists move on to try an make

e v o l u t i o n w o r k f o r o u r

race— mankind.

The large time scales are essential to

evolutionary theories, because no

where in the world, or the

laboratory, is there any kind of real

evolution going on today, only

selection of qualities within already

established species and existing

genes. Nothing useful and new is

being naturally added in nature to

any species and never has been.

So as it can't be seen today, and can

not be seen in the fossils, such

scientists need really long periods of

time to play with, so that they can

say that evolution only happens

every now and then, and that it is

unlikely that it will fully show in the

fossils from the past. That you might

just find a bone or something here

and there, or something that will

sort of point to evolution, and be as

good as real proof of it. You have to

be open to evolution before you can

see any hint of it - it's a faith system

of belief.

Under this system all the bones do

not even have to be found really

close to each other to build a

skeleton!

So much is made in the media

whenever a so called discovery is

made of bones said to link humans

to other animals in the imaginary

Designer

With the hundreds and thousands

(million+) fossils collected from

t h e E a r t h — n o t O N E

unequivocal bit of evidence of

evolution!

Where does this leave us?
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evolution family tree of creatures.

What is not well reported is when

the scientists in question have to go

back on their original press

statements.

The truth is that there are no bones

in museums or other institutions

that actually scientifically link

humans to any other type of

organism on the earth, living or

dead.

We are unique. We do share many

chemical and genetic building

blocks, and physical design features

with other creatures, but that does

not relate us. We merely have a

common .

Simplistically put, you share many

properties with the water in a

swimming pool, perhaps even with

the swimming pool itself! An

incredible amount of you is actually

water, and the calcium in your bones

would be the same as the calcium

that might be in the concrete the

pool is made of. The joints in your

elbows might be similar to the joints

in the pool’s filtering mechanism!

Does that mean that you are related

to a swimming pool? Obviously

not.

It is all sincerely believed by some

scientists, but truly it's the stuff of

theory tales . .

Designer

There are scientists who want you to

believe that antelopes and whales

are close cousins. Because they

allegedly share some similar bone

joint designs and genetic features.

The fragments of bones for iconic

representatives of all of the

supposed ancestors of the human

race would not even fill a human

coffin. There just isn’t the evidence

for it all.

Listen to what John Pojeta, Jr.

(Smithsonian Institute) and Dale A.

Springer (paleontologist and

Professor of Geosciences at

Bloomsburg University, PA USA.)

had to say in 2001,

As unbelievable as it may seem,

there are otherwise sensible people

out there who can see evolutionary

links for themselves between

Whales, Antelopes, Camels, and

Giraffes — yes — Whales!

Whales,  Antelopes,

Camels and

Giraffes—A Common

Ancestor?

“The trail of whale evolution

begins in Paleocene time, about

60 mya [million years ago], with a

group of even-toed, hoofed,

trotting, scavenging carnivorous

mammals . . ..”

P. 30 Evolution And The Fossil Record

American Geological Institute

Alexandria, Virginia

http://www.agiweb.org/news/evolution.pdf

2001 ISBN 0-922152-57-8
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19 Then I saw the beast and

the kings of the earth and their

armies gathered together to

make war against the rider on

the horse and his army.  But

the beast was captured, and

with him the false prophet

who had performed the

miraculous signs on his

behalf. With these signs he

had deluded those who had

received the mark of the beast

and worshipped his image.

The two of them were thrown

alive into the fiery lake of

burning sulphur. The rest of

them were killed with the

sword that came out of the

mouth of the rider on the

horse, and all the birds gorged

themselves on their flesh.

20:1 ¶ And I saw an angel

coming down out of heaven,

having the key to the Abyss

and holding in his hand a

great chain.  He seized the

dragon, that ancient serpent,

who is the devil, or Satan, and

bound him for a thousand

years.  He threw him into the

Abyss, and locked and sealed

it over him, to keep him from

deceiving the nations any

more until the thousand years

were ended. After that, he

must be set free for a short

time.

4  I saw thrones on which

were seated those who had

been given authority to judge.

And I saw the souls of those

who had been beheaded

because of their testimony for

and because of the word

of . They had not

worshipped the beast or his

image and had not received

his mark on their foreheads or

their hands. They came to life

and reigned with for a

thousand years.  (The rest of

the dead did not come to life

until the thousand years were

ended.) This is the first

resurrection.

6  Blessed and holy are those

who have part in the first

resurrection. The second

death has no power over

them, but they will be priests

of and of and

will reign with him for a

thousand years.

7 When the thousand years

are over, Satan will be

released from his prison   and

will go out to deceive the

nations in the four corners of

the earth—Gog and

Magog—to gather them for

battle. In number they are like

the sand on the seashore.

They marched across the

breadth of the earth and

surrounded the camp of

Jesus

God

Christ

God Christ
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40 Two men will be in the

field; one will be taken and

the other left. Two women

will be grinding with a hand

mill; one will be taken and the

other left.

42  "

.

43  But understand this: If the

owner of the house had

known at what time of night

the thief was coming, he

would have kept watch and

would not have let his house

be broken into.

44

.

11 ¶  I saw heaven standing

open and there before me was

a white horse, whose rider is

called .

With justice judges and

makes war. eyes are like

blazing fire, and on his head

are many crowns. has a

name written on him that no-

one knows but he himself.

is dressed in a robe dipped

in blood, and his name is T

.

14 The armies of heaven

were following , riding on

white horses and dressed in

fine linen, white and clean.

Out of H mouth comes a

sharp sword with which to

strike down the nations. "He

will rule them with an iron

sceptre." He treads the

winepress of the fury of the

wrath of .

16  On his robe and on his

thigh he has this name

written:

.

17 And I saw an angel

standing in the sun, who cried

in a loud voice to all the birds

flying in mid-air, "Come,

gather together for the great

supper of ,  so that you

may eat the flesh of kings,

generals, and mighty men, of

horses and their riders, and

the flesh of all people, free

and slave, small and great."

Therefore ,

because you do not know on

what day your will

come

So you also must be

ready, because the

will come at an hour

when you do not expect him

keep watch

Lord

Son of

Man

Faithful and True

He

His

He

He

he

Word of God

Him

is

God Almighty

KING OF KINGS

AND LORD OF LORDS

God

When returns to the Earth, He

will bodily raise from the dead all those

who passed on from this life trusting

in full assurance of faith in

resurrection from the dead.

They will be carried by angels

up to meet as returns in the

air above this planet.

The Return of and all that

follows, is described in Revelations

chapter 19 forward . .

Jesus

Him His

God’s

Jesus He

Jesus
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“

, long

long ago, children, there

lived an antelope like

animal called Anna.

“Anna loved running and

spr inging across the

A f r i c a n s a v a n n a h ,

munching leaves and

eating grass, and just

standing warming herself

in the sunlight.

“Then unexpectedly, one day while looking in a lake and seeing fish freely

swimming around, she thought how lovely it would be to be able to freely

Once upon a time

,

‘

swim like a fish’. She told her cousin Jane the Giraffe about this.

“The Giraffe was getting a sore neck having to reach up to the tree tops to

eat leaves, and then having to bend so low to drink water. The very next

time Jane the Giraffe had a drink she did see that the fish looked, oh so

free, and happy.

“So both Anna and Jane decided to turn themselves into carnivores, grow

different teeth so they could eat meat, and become like a fish—to swim

freely, in the far away ocean. They travelled to the distant sea, and

standing on the waters edge of a beautiful beach, together they made a

.

“Then all of a sudden, an Evolutionary Theory appeared, and by the power

of Darwinian non-sense granted them their genetic-change wish, and they

turned into Whales!

That’s why every time you look at a Whale, children, you can force yourself

to see how it is related to an antelope, or a giraffe or perhaps even a camel.

“So, you also must be very careful about what you might wish for while

you are looking at fish swimming around. Or you too could be turned into a

Whale and be chased all over the ocean by Japanese (scientist) fishermen

trying to serve you up for dinner in a Tokyo restaurant.”

genetic-change wish
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How do good scientists end up in

such fairy tale experiences?

They have carried forward an idea

that everyone knows works within

human families and applied it to an

area that it is not justified or

intended to be used for.

Your aunty or uncle might have

similar hair to you, or eyes that look

the same. Your cousin may look and

sound just like your grandfather.

These are normal expectations

between related people. Why it

works is because we are from the

same race, we are all part of man-

kind.

Where this kind of thing does not

work is when you apply it to

similarities that can only be seen

with an electron microscope,

similarities of the building blocks of

life that often share features across

the species boundaries.

These physical realities exist

because of how the universe was put

together in the first place and the

physical and essential rules by

which life must operate. And the

way the genetic code is designed to

work. That is why there will be

similarities across unrelated species

occupying the same space.

The same rules of physics apply to

physical animals as to other physical

objects. legs is a good design

for beds, chairs and long animals

like cows or dogs or cats. And the

same physical rules provide for cars

to be extremely stable when fitted

with wheels. Does that relate

cars to cats, beds to dogs, or chairs

to cows.

The similar designs were chosen to

operate within the that the

universe works

under.

It’s like the swimming pool example

g iven ear l i e r. Jus t because

microscopic things are similar, that

doesn’t mean you are related to a

swimming pool. Just because you

have two eyes does not mean that

you are related to all animals that

have two eyes. Having two eyes is a

necessity for beings that are to move

in a 3-D (three dimensional) world.

It

, and work out where

things are

The common design comes from

having a common

the nature of the space

He has given for us

to exist in. By His He

designed things to work, and both

for us and animals, two

eyes a necessity

for safe and fast movement in a 3-D

P h y s i c a l s i m i l a r i t i e s s h o w

relationship within a species. People

who look like your uncle may well

Four

four

wisdom

understands

wisdom

knowledge

was made and

by His

sighted

and not just one is

universe, in all environments -

land, water, and air.

lets us see depth and distance

accurately

exactly .

Designer Who
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to you, ‘Look, here is the

!’ or, ‘There he is!’ do

not believe it.  For false

Christs and false prophets will

appear and perform great

signs and miracles to deceive

even the elect—if that were

possible.   See, have told you

ahead of time.

26  "So if anyone tells you,

‘There is, out in the

desert,’ do not go out; or,

‘Here is, in the inner

rooms,’ do not believe it.

27

.

28 Wherever there is a

carcass, there the vultures will

gather.

29  "Immediately after the

distress of those days "‘the

sun will be darkened, and the

moon will not give its light;

the stars will fall from the sky,

and the heavenly bodies will

be shaken.’

30  "At that time the sign of

the will appear

in the sky, and all the nations

of the earth will mourn. They

will see the

coming on the clouds of the

sky, with power and great

glory. And will send his

angels with a loud trumpet

call, and they will gather his

elect from the four winds,

from one end of the heavens

to the other.

32 ¶  "Now learn this lesson

from the fig-tree: As soon as

its twigs get tender and its

leaves come out, you know

that summer is near.   Even so,

when you see all these things,

you know that it is near, right

at the door. tell you the

truth, this generation [or race]

will certainly not pass away

until all these things have

happened.   Heaven and earth

will pass away, but M words

will never pass away.

36  "No-one knows about that

day or hour, not even the

angels in heaven, nor the ,

but only the . As it

was in the days of Noah, so it

will be at the coming of the

.   For in the

days before the flood, people

were eating and drinking,

marrying and giving in

marriage, up to the day Noah

entered the ark; and they

knew nothing about what

would happen until the flood

came and took them all away.

That is how it will be at the

coming of the .

Christ

I

He

He

Son of Man

Son of Man

Son of Man

He

I

y

Son

Father

Son of Man

Son of Man

For as lightning that

comes from the east is

visible even in the west, so

will be the coming of the
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up, just as in fact you are

doing.

1 ¶  Concerning the coming of

our and

our being gathered to him, we

ask you, brothers,  not to

become easily unsettled or

alarmed by some prophecy,

report or letter supposed to

have come from us, saying

that the day of the has

already come.

3 ¶  Don’t let anyone deceive

you in any way, for that day

will not come until the

rebellion occurs and the man

of lawlessness is revealed, the

man doomed to destruction.

will oppose and will exalt

himself over everything that is

called or is worshipped,

so that he sets himself up in

’ temple, proclaiming

himself to be .

5  Don’t you remember that

when I was with you I used to

tell you these things?

6 And now you know what is

holding him back, so that he

may be revealed at the proper

time.   For the secret power of

lawlessness is already at

work; but the one who now

holds it back will continue to

do so till he is taken out of the

way. And then the lawless

one will be revealed, whom

the will

overthrow with the breath of

his mouth and destroy by the

splendour of coming.

9 The coming of the lawless

one will be in accordance with

the work of Satan displayed in

all kinds of counterfeit

miracles, signs and wonders,

and in every sort of evil that

deceives those who are

perishing.

11  For this reason sends

them a powerful delusion so

that they will believe the lie

and so that all will be

condemned who have not

believed the truth but have

delighted in wickedness.

21  For then there will be

great distress, unequalled

from the beginning of the

world until now—and never

to be equalled again.   If those

days had not been cut short,

no-one would survive, but for

the sake of the elect those

days will be shortened.

23 At that time if anyone says

Lord Jesus Christ

Lord

He

God

God s

God

Lord Jesus

His

God

They perish

because they refused to love

the truth and so be saved.

And earlier on Paul adds this

information about theAntichrist . .

A true warning to be with ! The

describes it like this . .

Jesus

Lord Jesus
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prove to be related. However, just

going on functional or microscopic

genetic and chemical appearances

does not work for relating you to

swimming pools , apes and

monkeys, or other non humans. It is

breaking the genetic trans-species

boundary that was put there at the

beginning.

The fact is that what we do know

about the genetic code, tells us that it

mathematically defines the qualities

and forms for each living organism

that it holds the blue print for. It's a

code that uses certain rules to define

how an organism is to build and run

itself. It should not be a surprise

then that the code pattern for similar

looking features of different

animals, will look similar in the

code.

Similar genetic code instructs life

how to build similar physical

features and capabilities. Similar

genetic code building similar

animal features then, does not by

itself even have to suggest an

evolutionary process. The marvel is

that evolution can not make any

genetic code.

Instead the code does evidence

intelligent design, not in a random

or self generating way. As from the

beginning, organisms did not make

or change their own genetic code,

their genetic code defines them. It

was given to them by the Creator.

It might not surprise you to

learn that scientists do not even

have a valid working model for how

an animal or a population of animals

would realistically change into a

completely different species. Or

how something that had no sight

could invent an eye for it self. When

you view the theories and models by

which these things are imagined to

be possible you are left somewhat

surprised that any other scientist

takes them seriously.

Even the evolutionary work of

James A. Shapiro (Department of

Biochemistry and Molecular

Biology, University of Chicago ) has

only shown the incredible wonder

and deep level of the amazing way

that living things are constructed,

and able to adapt within their own

life times to changing circum-

stances. (See following article

http://shapiro.bsd.uchicago.edu/2

1st_Cent_View_Evol.html)

For the same reason, microscopic

genetic or bone likenesses do not

relate antelopes, camels and

giraffes—all to whales!

now

In the fable about Anna and Jane

written above, the two animals

make a genetic change wish. And

that is what scientists who support

Similar cake recipes,

ingredients, and ovens,

make similar cakes.

“A Genetic Change Wish”
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evolution, are still doing today.

There is no evidence for the of

dynamic genetic activity required,

taking place any where in the whole

of this created Earth, that would

even hint at making possible how

something like an antelope could

turn into something like a whale, no

matter how long you give for it to

supposedly to have happened.

There are just no genetic path ways

or bio-chemical mechanisms in

there for it to happen. It doesn’t

happen in laboratories today and it

has never happened in the world in

the past or now.

To get around this problem the

theory has shifted ground to say that

it does not need to be proved at all!

Here is a quote, summarizing this

bizarre sidestepping of reality, from

the Voice of America’s special web

page promoting Evolution:

the evil

depth

Under this line of reasoning

anything that you want to make up

or claim, is acceptable especially if

you claim anything - that can not be

proven wrong.

For example -”there are little

green men at the bottom of the

garden” -it can not be proven wrong

there for it is correct(!)

The VOA article is incorrect when it

says that a “theory until

proven wrong”, a theory can only

come out of speculation and

conjecture and “ ” when it is

proven right! The Evolutionary

approach reported by the VOA

makes it sound like truth is ever

changing and uncertain.

However, absolute truth does exist

and it can be known and acted upon.

To hold otherwise leads morally to

of situational ethics and the

painful horrors of the ‘end

invisible

stand

stands

Self Falsifying

“Isn't evolution just a theory

that remains unproven?

“In science, a theory is a

rigorously tested statement of

general principles that explains

observable and recorded aspects

of the world. A scientific theory

therefore describes a higher level

of understanding that ties "facts"

together. A scientific theory

stands until proven wrong -- it is

never proven correct. The

Darwinian theory of evolution has

withstood the test of time and

t ho u s a nd s o f s c i e n t i f i c

exper iments; nothing has

disproved it since Darwin first

proposed it more than 150 years

ago. Indeed, many scientific

advances, in a range of scientific

disciplines including physics,

geology, chemistry, and molecular

biology, have supported, refined,

and expanded evolutionary theory

far beyond anything Darwin

could have imagined.

Voice of America (June 2006)

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/evolution/library

/faq/cat01.html

.

(c)2001 WGBH Educational Foundation and Clear

Blue Sky Productions, Inc
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14 We believe that died

and rose again and so we

believe that will bring

with those who have

fallen asleep in him.

15 According to the

own word, we tell you that we

who are still alive, who are

left till the coming of the

, will certainly not

precede those who have fallen

asleep.

16

.

17 After that, we who are still

alive and are left will be

caught up together with them

in the clouds to meet the Lord

in the air. And so we will be

with the for ever.

18 Therefore encourage each

other with these words.

1 ¶  Now, brothers, about

times and dates we do not

need to write to you,

2  for you know very well that

the day of the Lord will come

like a thief in the night.

3 While people are saying,

"Peace and safety,"

destruction will come on them

suddenly, as labour pains on a

pregnant woman, and they

will not escape.

4  But you, brothers, are not in

darkness so that this day

should surprise you like a

thief.

5 You are all sons of the light

and sons of the day. We do not

belong to the night or to the

darkness.

6 ¶  So then, let us not be like

others, who are asleep, but let

us be alert and self-controlled.

7  For those who sleep, sleep

at night, and those who get

drunk, get drunk at night.

8  But since we belong to the

day, let us be self-controlled,

putting on faith and love as a

breastplate, and the hope of

salvation as a helmet.

9  For did not appoint us

to suffer wrath but to receive

salvation through our

.

10 died for us so that,

whether we are awake or

asleep, we may live together

with him.

11 ¶ Therefore encourage one

another and build each other

Jesus

God

Jesus

Lord’s

Lord

Lord

God

Christ

Lord

God

Lord

Jesus Christ

He

For the himself

will come down from

heaven, with a loud

command, with the voice of

the archangel and with the

trumpet call of , and

the dead in will rise

first
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God Will Recreate the

Heavens and The

earth!

4  On one occasion, while

was eating with them, he gave

them this command: "Do not

leave Jerusalem, but wait for

the gift promised,

which you have heard me

speak about.

5  For John baptised with

water, but in a few days you

will be baptised with the

."

6 ¶  So when they met

together, they asked him,

" , are you at this time

going to restore the kingdom

to Israel?"

7 said to them: "It is not

for you to know the times or

dates the has set by

own authority.

8  But you will receive power

when the comes

on you; and you will be

witnesses in Jerusalem, and in

all Judea and Samaria, and to

the ends of the earth."

9 After said this, was

taken up before their very

eyes, and a cloud hid

from their sight.

10 They were looking

intently up into the sky as

was going, when suddenly

two men dressed in white

stood beside them.

11  "Men of Galilee," they

said, "why do you stand here

looking into the sky? This

same , who has been

taken from you into heaven,

will come back in the same

way you have seen go

into heaven."

13 ¶  Brothers, we do not

want you to be ignorant about

those who fall asleep  or to

grieve like the rest of men,

who have no hope.

He

My Father

Holy Spirit

lord

He

Father

His

Holy Spirit

My

He He

Him

He

Jesus

Him

When bodily left the earth to sit

at the right hand of

in Heaven, angels appeared and told

the disciples that would return

in exactly the same way that left.

Lets look at how left the Earth

and how will return. We are

reading from the book of Acts in

chapter one. here speaking

after raised bodily from the

dead (the resurrection) . .

promised the disciples

that would return to catch them

away from the world. revealed

this also to Paul, who though not one

of the original disciples was taught

directly by later through the

. Paul writes to us in 1

Thessalonians 5 . .

Jesus

God The Father

Jesus

He

He

He

Jesus

God Him

Jesus Himself

He

He

Jesus

Holy Spirit

justifying the means’. As Hitler’s

evolutionary approach to Jews, and

scream at us;

and the evolution inspired slaughter

of Australian Tasmanian aborigines,

warns us across the centuries with

their deathly silence

Under the form of reasoning that the

VOA (above) reports, paradoxically

Creationism should never have been

replaced by mere evolution.

For historically known Creationsim

has never been proven wrong, while

Evolution has never been proven

right—but worse, contrary to what

the VOA article asserts, evolution

has been widely shown to have no

acceptable evidence, many deep

scientific problems, and has even

been shown up for important

falsities.

Hence even the theories of evolution

themselves are ever evolving - and

even contradict each other.

Evolution, by evolutionists’ own

reasoning, should not then be

accepted as replacing deeply historic

Creationism— the

evolutionists’ reasoning given

above) should first have been

p ro p e r l y a n d s c i e n t i f i c a l l y

disproved Evolution was ever

publically adopted or taught in

schools.

Evolution in this context, may be

seen as an arrogant unprovable

assertion made by an ignorant

human race against their all wise

Creator.

The truth is that there are no little

green men, invisible or otherwise,

living at the bottom of your garden!

contemporary abortion

.

which (by

For evolution of any kind to ever

have been able to work, (1) there

would have been a need for a

mechanism that would have

enabled environmental, and other

pressures, to cause a permanent

physical change in an animal or

organism— at a genetic level. All

evolutionary theories known to this

writer sidestep this core issue, by

claiming, that the

elements for change were already

present in the organism - but just

needed enhancement by natural

selection or other pressures.

Then (2) there would have needed to

be a way for that organism to change

its own sperm or eggs DNA as well

in order to pass that permanent

change on to its off spring.

Long range experiments with fruit

fly and other creatures, have shown

that so-called Random Changes (or

mutations) don't make anything

useful.

So, (3) there would also have been a

before

mysteriously

You don't have to fix

something if it is not broken

Evolutionary Adaptations?
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need for the change mechanism to

be able to effectively “work out”

what changes or new features were

needed to make the species more

successful.

Such large scale mechanisms do not

exist in living creatures any where in

the whole natural world.

This is an incontrovertible fact.

What we do see in nature is that each

species has a built in diversity of

qualities which normally enable its

over all population to cope with

different changing environmental

pressures.

For example

possums (furry

creatures that

live mostly in

trees) living in

New Zealand

have thicker

hair when living

in the countries

South Island

t h a n t h e

possums of the

same species

living in the North Island. The South

Island is generally cooler than the

North Island.

Possums from both areas can

produce offspring that have either

thin or thick hair. Possums with

thicker hair survive and or breed

better in the cooler South Island, and

over time the breeding stock there

will have more thick haired possums

in it.

Possums in the South Island are not

evolving into thicker hairier

creatures. All that’s happening is

that the genes already put at the

Beginning into the possum

population that promote thicker hair

are proving more useful in the colder

climate.

As has been shown time and time

again with other creatures, take

those possums to a much hotter

location where thick hair causes

death or other problems, and if you

have not breed out the short haired

genes from the

population, you’ll

find that only the

possums with

shorter hair will

s u r v i v e , o r

prosper better, to

breed, and you

will over time

have a lot more

s h o r t h a i r e d

possums running

around again.

ALL the research done to date—all

over the world, has shown that really

nothing is being evolved, nothing

new is being naturally added to

nature. No useful new features are

being naturally added to any

creature.

Why? because the very word

creature means ‘created one’. Each
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“ . . The Ape Bone is

Connected to Your Knee

Bone  . .

. . . Because that’s the

Way of the

”

Not

Lord!
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his offence), much more

profusely did grace

and the free gift that comes

through the undeserved favour

of the one

abound and overflow to and

for the benefit of many.

16 Nor is the free gift at all to

be compared to the effect of

that one man's sin. For the

sentence following the

trespass of one man brought

condemnation, whereas the

free gift following many

transgressions brings

justification (an act of

righteousness).

17 For if because of one man's

trespass (lapse, offence) death

reigned through that one,

much more surely will those

who receive

overflowing grace (unmerited

favour) and the free gift of

righteousness putting them

into right standing with

reign as kings in life

through the one

).

18 Well then, as one man's

trespass one man's false step

and falling away led to

condemnation for all men, so

one act of

righteousness leads to

acquittal and right standing

with and life for all men.

19 For just as by one man's

disobedience (failing to hear,

heedlessness, and

carelessness) the many were

constituted sinners, so by one

obedience the many

will be constituted righteous

(made acceptable to

brought into right standing

with ).

20 But then Law came in,

only to expand and increase

the trespass making it more

apparent and exciting

opposition. But where sin

increased and abounded,

grace unmerited

favour) has surpassed it and

increased the more and

superabounded,

21 So that, just as sin has

reigned in death, so grace

unearned and undeserved

fervour) might reign also

through righteousness (right

standing with God) which

issues in eternal life through

Jesus Christ (the ,

) our

.

God's

Man Jesus Christ

God's

Himself

Man Jesus

Christ (the Messiah, The

Anointed One

Man's

God

Man's

God,

Him

(god's

(his

Messiah

The Anointed One

Lord
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weakness powerless to help

ourselves, at the fitting time

died for (in behalf of)

the ungodly.

7 Now it is an extraordinary

thing for one to give his life

even for an upright man,

though perhaps for a noble

and loveable and generous

benefactor someone might

even dare to die.

8 But shows and clearly

proves own love for us by

the fact that while we were

still sinners,

) died for us.

9 Therefore, since we are now

justified (acquitted, made

righteous, and brought into

right relationship with )

by blood, how much

more certain is it that we shall

be saved by Him from the

indignation and wrath of

.

10 For if while we were

enemies we were reconciled

to through the death of

, it is much more

certain, now that we are

reconciled, that we shall be

saved (daily delivered from

sin's dominion) through His

resurrection life.

11 Not only so, but we also

rejoice and exultingly glory in

in love and

perfection through our Lord

, through

we have now received and

enjoy our reconciliation.

12 Therefore, as sin came into

the world through one man,

and death as the result of sin,

so death spread to all men, no

one being able to stop it or to

escape its power because all

men sinned.

13 To be sure sin was in the

world before ever the Law

was given, but sin is not

charged to men's account

where there is no law to

transgress.

14 Yet death held sway from

Adam to Moses the Lawgiver,

even over those who did not

themselves transgress a

positive command as Adam

did. Adam was a type

(prefigure) of the

was to come in reverse, the

former destructive, the Latter

saving.

15 But free gift is not

at all to be compared to the

trespass grace is out of all

proportion to the fall of man.

For if many died through one

man's falling away (his lapse,

Christ

God

His

Christ the

Messiah, The Anointed

One

God

Christ's

God

God

His Son

God His

Jesus Christ Whom

One Who

God's

His

(

species was made and designed to

carry on reproducing in exactly the

same way as it was first created.

The idea put around is that we are to

that the mechanism for

change into new species, and new

things to evolve like eyes and ears

and so on, will be found.

But why, in a should

any one be expected to that

when there has been absolutely no

evidence for it since the idea was first

invented, for well over one hundred

years now!

(1) Why

in something

that still does not exist,

even after 100 years?

(2) Is that

reasonable

or academically

acceptable?

(3) Is it socially

responsible for scientists

to make such important

things sound like known

facts, when they are not?

Working with this idea is like trying

to run a train, where there are no

railway lines for it to go on.

Your neighbour might say that there

are little green men at the bottom of

his garden. He hasn’t seen or

discovered them, but says,

“They there—because the

grass is —can’t you see

it!”

What would you think of that?

For evolutionists for over a hundred

years to continue on leading the

public to think that everything is

solved or about to be solved, when

they will not ever be able to fix this, is

unbelievable.

When bones are found in the

ground, what is made of them starts

immediately in the imagination of

the person who finds them. Often

the researcher makes a claim that

their ‘find’ confirms that man is

descended from an ape like creature

because that is what he ‘hopes’ to

find when he is digging in the field.

Later the finder goes back on their

original claims, but the public and

school children are not told about

that, and all are left to believe in the

original allegation, that we are

descended from apelike creatures.

One of the bogus ancestors that we

supposedly share with other

primates was nick named Lucy (or

some bones were). Lucy and

believe one day

believe

scientifically

scientifically

are

scientific sense

green

?

?

?

believe

It needs to be stated again, that there is

no way to show how or why

scientifically wished for genetic

mutations could have or would have

ever taken place and been passed on.

Bogus Bone Ideas
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situations like was/is a key to

evolutionary ideas of how humans

are supposed to have come on the

scene.

Writes ( )

( ) in ‘The Truth

About Lucy’

The implications of this are

enormous. And many well known

episodes of the supposed discovery

of an assumed human ancestor

animals like ‘Lucy’, have later been

b a c k t r a c k e d o n b y t h e i r

‘discoverers’. It’s been going on

unchecked and unchallenged for

decades. Duane T Gish writes in

‘Evolution the Challenge of the

Fossil Record’,

her

Brad Harrub, Ph.D. and

Bert Thompson, Ph.D

You might be asking yourself why

this charade has been allowed to

go on for so long. The answer.

woven around power, fame, and

money. can be found in

Johanson’s own words.

“There is no such thing as a total

lack of bias. I have it; everybody

has it. The fossil hunter in the

field has it.. In everybody who is

looking for hominids there is a

strong urge to learn more about

where the human line started. If

you are working back at around

three million, as I was, that is very

seductive, because you begin to

get an idea that that is where

Homo did start. You begin

straining your eyes to find Homo

t raits in fos s i ls of that

age..Logical, maybe, but also

biased. I was trying to jam

evidence of dates into a pattern

that would support conclusions

about fossils which, on closer

inspection, the fossils themselves

would not sustain.”

He went on to admit:

“. .It is hard for me now to

admit how tangled in that

thicket I was. But the

insidious thing about bias is

that it does make one deaf to

the cries of other evidence.”

Dr. Johanson himself admitted:

“Lucy has recent ly been

dethroned. (189[3]:117). His

fifteen minutes of fame had

ended.”

As Lee Berger declared:

“One might say we are kicking Lucy

out of the family tree.” (as quoted in

Shreeve, 1996).

Isn't it ironic how often that

[evolutionary] family tree gets

pruned and trimmed?

“First, almost all investigators

have changed their minds at one

time or another, and yet no

consensus is in sight. Richard

Leakey has been most candid in

this respect. In an article

published in March Of 1982 in

New Scientist he is reported to

have said that

‘I am staggered to believe

that as little as a year ago I

made the statements that I

made’

Although there is little doubt that

(Johanson and Edey, 1981, pp.

257,258,emp.added).

(p. 277). In the March 1996 issue of

National Geographic,
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helping people or being ‘nice’ can

cleanse away sins. Later was

even to give people the opening to

earn the merit needed for Eternal life

by following the decrees of the Law

He gave through Moses—recorded

later in the Old Testament). In Moses

Law gave instructions for the

offering of sacrifices and offerings.

However no person on earth ever

lived the life required to earn the

Salvation of So had it

recorded,

sent

, into the world, to earn

Salvation on our behalf, to give us

the free gift of Eternal Life!

This is the good news of what

has done for us if we believe, again

reading from the Amplified version

of the Bible.

God

God

God. God

God His Son The Lord Jesus

Christ

God

“He

He

His

Him, His

Him

God)

God

Lord Jesus

Christ the Messiah, The

Anointed One

Him

God's

God.

God's

Holy Spirit

saw that there was no-

one, was appalled that

there was no-one to intervene;

so own arm worked

salvation for and

own righteousness sustained

.”

1 THEREFORE, SINCE we

are justified (acquitted,

declared righteous, and given

a right standing with

through faith, let us grasp the

fact that we have the peace of

reconciliation to hold and to

enjoy peace with

through our

).

2 Through also we have

our access (entrance,

introduction) by faith into this

grace (state of favour)

in which we firmly and safely

stand. And let us rejoice and

exult in our hope of

experiencing and enjoying the

glory of

3 Moreover let us also be full

of joy now! let us exult and

triumph in our troubles and

rejoice in our sufferings,

knowing that pressure and

affliction and hardship

produce patient and

unswerving endurance.

4 And endurance (fortitude)

develops maturity of character

(approved faith and tried

integrity). And character of

this sort produces the habit of

joyful and confident hope of

eternal salvation.

5 Such hope never disappoints

or deludes or shames us, for

love has been poured

out in our hearts through the

Who has been

given to us.

6 While we were yet in

Isaiah 59:16

(
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the days of your life.

18 Thorns also and thistles

shall it bring forth for you,

and you shall eat the plants of

the field.

19 In the sweat of your face

shall you eat bread until you

return to the ground, for out of

it you were taken; for dust

you are and to dust you shall

return.

20 The man called his wife's

name Eve [life spring],

because she was the mother of

all the living.

21 For Adam also and for his

wife the made

long coats (tunics) of skins

and clothed them.

22 And the said,

Behold, the man has become

like one of Us [

], to

know [how to distinguish

between] good and evil {and}

blessing and calamity; and

now, lest he put forth his hand

and take also from the tree of

life and eat, and live forever--

23 Therefore the

sent him forth from the

Garden of Eden to till the

ground from which he was

taken.

24 So [       ] drove out the

man; and He placed at the east

of the Garden of Eden the

cherubim and a flaming sword

which turned every way, to

keep {and}guard the way to

the tree of life.

Lord God

Lord God

the Father,

Son, And Holy Spirit

Lord God

god

Man disobeyed listening

instead to his wife who had been

deceived by Satan. curses His

wonderful Creation against the day

would restore it, after He works

through the full consequences of

man’s rebellion and sin.

For us it meant that instead of living

for ever naturally through the tree of

life, we were to inherit sin and death

from our physical ancestors Adam

and Eve. We were excluded from the

good life of Paradise and . . .

Worse we were cut of from the

fellowship and closeness that

mankind was given at the beginning

with

timeless decree has always

been that the entity that sins will die,

and Satan had tricked mankind to

fall into the same judgement that he

himself is under.

For full freedom from the Last

Judgement to happen, we need the

price of our judgement paid.

And there is that we can

make up

being religiously devout,

saving whales, doing good deeds or

God,

God

He

God.

God’s

nothing

ourselves to earn that merit

and be cleansed of our own sins. Not

even

Leakey bel ieves that the

australopithecines walked erect,

he is quoted in this same article as

saying that

‘paleontologists do not know

whether Australopithecus

walked upright. — nobody has

yet found an associated

skeleton with skull.’

We should be reminded that this

statement was made after all

recent major discoveries had been

reported, including those of the

teams headed by Johanson, by

Mary Leakey, and by Richard

Leakey. In his book, The Making

of Mankind, published in 1981,

Leakey had stated (p. 71) that

‘we can now say that the

australopithecines definitely

walked upright.”

Star Dust

Faith  belief  trust, , — are these

words to do with science?

For which it proved to be there was

no evidence even, in the fossil bones

themselves.

If you took a for each

level of supposed human evolution,

the actual bones that have been dug

up would not even fill a human

coffin!

There is a very good reason why

scientists can not agree on the family

tree of human evolution. Humans

do not have a family tree of human

evolution — and there are no

ancestor animal bones to be found or

dug up.

For the involved scientists i

wonderfully financially lucrative,

and for the rest of us a dangerous,

.

There are scientists who would like

you to that your body is made

up of star dust from stars that

exploded even billions of years ago.

, because you can never know

it was true. Such scientists want you

to that they are right in the

that they have in what they

happened.

, because they are only

making their best at it.

Yes because when you try to look at

the beginning of all things, scientists

can not talk objectively about it,

because they were not around to see

it, and

of it that

does exist. So handicapping

themselves, such impoverished

science can only put forward

guesses and theories. And some of

the work scientists have done is

truly amazing.

But a lot of it, especially concerning

far off events, and the tiniest

particles of matter and their

behaviour, moves into the realm of

what the individual scientist

is happening. Kenneth Clark in his

BBC T.V. series “Civilization” was

really very on the button, when

talking historically about the rise of

western science, he called it the

representative

guess

do not allow themselves to

use the only accurate record

t’s all

pseudo-scientific urban myth

believe

Believe

trust faith

believe

Believe

believes
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Modern science is a vast and wide

p u r s u i t n o w e n c o m p a s s i n g

numerous ‘disciplines’, fields of

endeavour, and areas of discovery.

But not all of the ‘sciences’ that have

come on the scene in the last 150

years or so, share the same

requirement for confirmable fact as

some of the more classic sciences

still hold to. And a lot of people do

not know that.

Bill Phillips the Editor of the

Williams Lake Tribune, who doesn’t

support a Creator - writing in

the

,April 23rd, 2006, says,

And as accurate a picture as that

may be of the state of affairs, it is not

the understanding that ‘science’

gives the public about what it is

doing in these matters.

The universe is there and what

measurements we can take of it are

often real enough, but it always will

come back to what we to

m a k e o f i t . F o r w i t h o u t

unders tanding the or ig ina l

reasoning behind the creation of the

universe, we can never ultimately

understand how it has been put

together, what it is all about, or

where it is all headed.

The symmetry and order of it all

caused Galileo reportedly to

exclaim,

But science itself can not find the

reason behind it all, as all top science

ignores the spiritual foundation and

building blocks that stand behind,

what they can measure and observe.

Yet there is much that science

already relies upon, especially in

metaphysics, and evolution that can

not itself be observed or directly

measured, or ever be measured at

all.

Even at the most fundamental level

man's science can not explain why

the stronger repulsive forces of the

atom do not destroy it, as the

attractive forces are weaker, and

there is no real demonstratable

reason for it to hold together.

When Kenneth Clark (quoted

earlier) first described rise of

western science as ‘ ’,

he touched upon something that has

now deepened more.

new religion

the new religion

God

Quesnal - Cariboo Observer

the

even

choose

,

Canada

“. . One of the problems with the

creationism / evolution debate is

that no one was around when it all

happened so no one really knows

for sure.

Scientists base their theories on

research and whatever facts they

can garner about the origins of

earth.

Still, their conclusions involve a

leap of faith”

Http://www.quesnelobserver.com/portals-

code/list.cgi?paper=27&cat=48&id=63362

4&more=

“ wrote the universe in the

language of mathematics. ”

God
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were opened, and they knew

that they were naked; and they

sewed fig leaves together and

made themselves apronlike

girdles.

8 And they heard the sound of

the walking in the

garden in the cool of the day,

and Adam and his wife hid

themselves from the presence

of the among the

trees of the garden.

9 But the called to

Adam and said to him, Where

are you?

10 He said, I heard the sound

of [walking] in the

garden, and I was afraid

because I was naked; and I

hid myself.

11 And said, Who told you

that you were naked? Have

you eaten of the tree of which

commanded you that you

should not eat?

12 And the man said, The

woman whom gave to be

with me--she gave me [fruit]

from the tree, and I ate.

13 And the said to

the woman, What is this you

have done? And the woman

said, The serpent beguiled

(cheated, outwitted, and

deceived) me, and I ate.

14 And the said to

the serpent, Because you have

done this, you are cursed

above all [domestic] animals

and above every [wild] living

thing of the field; upon your

belly you shall go, and you

shall eat dust [and what it

contains] all the days of your

life.

15 And I will put enmity

between you and the woman,

and between your offspring

and her Offspring; He will

bruise {and}tread your head

underfoot, and you will lie in

wait {and}bruise His heel.

16 To the woman said,

will greatly multiply your

grief {and}your suffering in

pregnancy {and}the pangs of

childbearing; with spasms of

distress you will bring forth

children. Yet your desire

{and} craving will be for your

husband, and he will rule over

you.

17 And to Adam said,

Because you have listened

{and}given heed to the voice

of your wife and have eaten of

the tree of which I

commanded you, saying, You

shall not eat of it, the ground

is under a curse because of

you; in sorrow {and} toil shall

you eat [of the fruits] of it all

Lord God

Lord God

Lord God

You

He

I

You

Lord God

Lord God

He I
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because she was taken out of

a man. Therefore a man shall

leave his father and his

mother and shall become

united and cleave to his wife,

and they shall become one

flesh.  And the man and his

wife were both naked and

were not embarrassed or

ashamed in each other's

presence.

1 NOW THE serpent was

more subtle {and} crafty than

any living creature of the field

which the had

made. And he [Satan] said to

the woman, Can it really be

that has said, You shall

not eat from every tree of the

garden?

2 And the woman said to the

serpent, We may eat the fruit

from the trees of the garden,

3 Except the fruit from the

tree which is in the middle of

the garden. has said, You

shall not eat of it, neither shall

you touch it, lest you die.

4 But the serpent said to the

woman, You shall not surely

die,

5 For knows that in the

day you eat of it your eyes

will be opened, and you will

be like knowing the

difference between good and

evil {and}blessing and

calamity.

6 And when the woman saw

that the tree was good

(suitable, pleasant) for food

and that it was delightful to

look at, and a tree to be

desired in order to make one

wise, she took of its fruit and

ate; and she gave some also to

her husband, and he ate.

7 Then the eyes of them both

Lord God

God

God

God

God,

The very next things that happen,

explain to us why we need to

come and save us from our sins and

the Judgement of coming upon

us for our sins.

Originally the human race was

created innocent and without sin,

verse 25 above emphasizes this. We

had no knowledge of Good and evil,

and were not accountable for

anything but believing and trusting

in

made the whole set up to work

on love. He had made us and loves

us, and all wanted Adam and eve

to choose to do was love back. If

they had done so they would have

been safe just through loving

trusting and obeying No harm

could have come to them.

Hear what the Amplified bible

records of what happened next,

starting in chapter three of Genesis

Jesus

God

God.

God

He

Him

God.

Now science provides the basis for

mankind's morality, defines his

past, sets the agenda for his present,

and even determines the future. The

'priests' of science set the agenda for

the new PC morality.

Many areas of so-called science have

stood in the reflected glory of the

classical and practical sciences that

have provided benefit to mankind,

earning themselves a standing that

they do not deserve. A psychiatric

report can now be admitted as

evidence in the courts of many lands

of the world, and can see someone

convicted of something that they

did not do, or someone let off a

crime they did do, as if the opinion

of the report writer were an eye

witness account of an event. That is

giving scientific credibility to things

that do not deserve it.

The writer was astounded to hear on

ts recently an

interview where a professor said

that using such kinds of science on

some bones of Neanderthals, could

eventually even tell us what those

humans were even thinking!— Such

claims are entirely unwarranted.

P r i n c i p l e s o f e v o l u t i o n a r y

philosophy are applied daily all

over the world by Government

politicians in determining policies,

and by Government workers in day

to day spending decisions, in

determining who gets medical

treatment, the murder of babies in

the name of evolving woman’s

rights, secret hospital euthanasia

(for budgetary reasons), and even in

considering clinical processes for

g e n e t i c a n d o t h e r m e d i c a l

procedures.

Some human genetic material is

d e c l a r e d e v o l u t i o n a r y

obsolete/redundant. What sort of

babies result from those fertility

treatments?

The same has happened before. The

human appendix was sometimes

unnecessarily removed from people

because it was considered an

evolutionary biological relic, but

now it is known to perform

important bodily functions.

Because of evolutionary principles,

ethnic groups have nearly been

wiped out. Australian aborigines in

Tasmania went that way, and Hitler

wrongly attacked the Jews partly on

those grounds. Even the German

generals of the First World War

(before Hitler), were driven by

evolutionary thinking and the

evolutionary ‘supremacy’ of the

Arian race.

You may see that what people

believe about and evolution is

extremely important in every way

in both the spiritual and physical

realities of life .

Deu che Welle TV

God

False Sciences Evolve an

Unholy Alliance
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It is really no surprise that the

politics of modern thinking,

education, and public decision

making are so closely linked to

evolution . .

In fact Karl Marx wanted to dedicate

the second edition of his book ‘Das

Kapital’ to Darwin. Darwin turned

him down.

In the modern absence of a true

knowledge, faith and love mixed

with fear of , such

pseudo-sciences have now reshaped

much of the Western and Eastern

world.

Given what we know now about

both evolution and Marxism, the

consequences are frightening. No

wonder they have, and are

continuing to Godlessly work

together now in so-called social and

political sciences, and public

administrat ion. Mixed with

evolved to be called (P.C.) Political

Correctness, a new Devil inspired

“anti-morality”.

Looking at readings from satellites,

and by applying their current

theories, some scientists believe that

they can establish what happened at

the very beginning of time.

God the Creator

situational ethics, this has all

“Engels, Marx’s disciple, was the

first to discover Darwin’s book.

“Friedrich Engels, one of the

founders of Communism,

wrote to Ka r l Ma rx ,

December 12, 1859,

“‘Darwin, whom I am

just now reading, is

splendid.’ ”—

Scene (1959), p. 85.

Marx then read it and wrote back:

“Karl Marx wrote to

Friedrich Engels, December

19, 1860,

‘Although it is developed

in the crude English style,

this is the book which

contains the basis in

natural history for our

views.’ ”

Within a month, Marx knew he

had found what he was searching

for: a “scientific” basis for his

theory of “social progress.”

“Again, Marx wrote to Engels,

January 16, 1861,

‘Darwin’s book is very

important and serves me

as a basis in natural

selection for the class

struggle in history. . not

only is a death blow dealt

here for the first time to

“teleology” in the natural

sciences but their rational

meaning is emphatically

explained.’ ”

C Zirkle, Evolution, Marxian Biology, and

the Social

—C. Zirkle, Evolution, Marxian Biology,

and the Social Scene (1959), p.88.

—*C. Zirkle, Evolution, Marxian Biology,

and the Social Scene (1959), p. 88.

Evolution at Work

At the very beginning
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food; the tree of life also in

the centre of the garden, and

the tree of the knowledge of

the difference between good

and evil and blessing and

calamity.

10 Now a river went out of

Eden to water the garden; and

from there it divided and

became four river heads. The

first is named Pishon; it is the

one flowing around the whole

land of Havilah, where there

is gold. The gold of that land

is of high quality; bdellium

(pearl?) and onyx stone are

there. The second river is

named Gihon; it is the one

flowing around the whole

land of Cush. The third river

is named Hiddekel the Tigris;

it is the one flowing east of

Assyria. And the fourth river

is the Euphrates.

15 And the took

the man and put him in the

Garden of Eden to tend and

guard and keep it. And the

commanded the

man, saying, You may freely

eat of every tree of the

garden; But of the tree of the

knowledge of good and evil

and blessing and calamity you

shall not eat, for in the day

that you eat of it you shall

surely die.

18 Now the said,

It is not good (sufficient,

satisfactory) that the man

should be alone; will make

him a helper meet (suitable,

adapted, complementary) for

him. And out of the ground

the formed every

wild beast and living creature

of the field and every bird of

the air and brought them to

Adam to see what he would

call them; and whatever Adam

called every living creature,

that was its name. And Adam

gave names to all the

livestock and to the birds of

the air and to every wild beast

of the field; but for Adam

there was not found a helper

meet (suitable, adapted,

complementary) for him.

21 And the caused

a deep sleep to fall upon

Adam; and while he slept, He

took one of his ribs or a part

of his side and closed up the

place with flesh. And the rib

or part of his side which the

had taken from

the man He built up and made

into a woman, and He brought

her to the man.

23 Then Adam said, This

creature is now bone of my

bones and flesh of my flesh;

she shall be called Woman,
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and man; and have

dominion over the fish of the

sea, the birds of the air, and

over every living creature that

moves upon the earth. And

said, See, have given

you every plant yielding seed

that is on the face of all the

land and every tree with seed

in its fruit; you shall have

them for food. And to all the

animals on the earth and to

every bird of the air and to

everything that creeps on the

ground--to everything in

which there is the breath of

life- have given every green

plant for food. And it was so.

31 And saw everything

that He had made, and behold,

it was very good (suitable,

pleasant) and approved it

completely. And there was

evening and there was

morning, a sixth day.

Gen 2:1 THUS THE heavens

and the earth were finished,

and all the host of them.

2 And on the seventh day

ended work which

He had done; and rested

on the seventh day from all

work which had done

And blessed (spoke

good of) the seventh day, set it

apart as own, and

hallowed it, because on it

rested from all work

which had created and

done.

4 This is the history of the

heavens and of the earth when

they were created. In the day

that the made the

earth and the heavens–

5 When no plant of the field

was yet in the earth and no

herb of the field had yet

sprung up, for the

had not yet caused it to rain

upon the earth and there was

no man to till the ground,  But

there went up a mist (fog,

vapour) from the land and

watered the whole surface of

the ground--

7 Then the formed

man from the dust of the

ground and breathed into his

nostrils the breath or spirit of

life, and man became a living

being. And the

planted a garden toward the

east, in Eden delight; and

there He put the man whom

He had formed (framed,

constituted).

9 And out of the ground the

made to grow

every tree that is pleasant to

the sight or to be desired--

good (suitable, pleasant) for

When you hear them speak or read

what they have to say, you would

think that they were actually taking

definite photos of what happened.

But amazingly all of the conclusions

that they draw for us today would

be set aside in a moment, should

someone else come up with a

theory that sounded better. Then the

very same readings from the same

satellites will be pumped into the

new theory and the scientists would

give us a different scenario of what

they believe happened.

The way that scientists use

satellites is not the same as

television satellites that send news

and sports stories, phone calls,

internet and entertainment all

around the world. No, the scientists'

satellites measure things like tiny

temperature changes, microwave

activity, and other very subtle

matters.

These scientists are not actually

taking photos of the very beginning

of the universe with really advanced

telescopes, no they are not doing

that at all. In fact it can not be done.

What is surprising some, is that the

more the scientists try to read their

information, and the more they try

to refine their theories, the closer

their picture of what they think

happened at the very beginning of

the universe is matching what is

recorded in the only authoritative

ancient account that we have.

This is baffling some scientists

because it is only with highly

advanced technology and very

expensive equipment that they have

even started being able to get near

the realization of what happened at

the beginning of the Universe. Yet

the ancient written account is daily

proving to be more up-to-date than

last years and this years science!

Here we have excerpts form two

recent articles in 2006. Previously

scientists were saying that research

and theories were showing that the

universe has been constantly

expanding over time. That it took

thousands of millions of years for

the universe to be where it is today.

Now suddenly things have moved

in scientific circles.

Un i v e r s e e x p a n d e d

instantly after Big Bang:

astronomers

Last Updated Thu, 16 Mar 2006

19:44:07 EST

The universe expanded rapidly an

instant after the Big Bang,

physicists studying data from a

NASA space probe say.

NASA’s Wilkinson Microwave

Anisotropy Probe or WMAP

spacecraft is looking at the

afterglow of energy from the Big

Bang, believed to have occurred

about 13 7 billion years ago, to

help researchers understand how

the universe formed.

“We report today the most precise

measurements of our infant

.
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universe, said Charles Bennett,

principal investigator for the

NASA mission.

We have new evidence that the

universe suddenly grew from sub-

microscopic to astronomical size

in less than the blink of an eye,

Bennett told a telephone news

conference.

“The new data also inform

scientists that only four-percent

of the universe is ordinary matter

that we can see. Twenty-two

percent is unidentified dark

matter, and 74 percent is a

mysterious dark energy. This is a

force scientists believe counters

the gravitational pull of matter

and is causing another rapid

expansion of the universe,

although not nearly as forceful as

the first one.

The observations are spectacular

and the conclusions are stunning,

he said.

Columbia University cosmology

theorist Peter Greene, who was

not part of the WMAP research

team.

“Our species is one that seeks its

origin, and the deepest of all

questions of origin is, how did the

universe begin? WMAP has

certainly not answered this

question, but WMAP’s data is

taking us one giant step closer to

the answer by giving us a precise

quantitat ive look at what

happened literally at time zero

itself”, he said.

VOA David McAlary

Washington

From the Dust

©2006 Canadian Broadcasting Corporation

- All Rights Reserved

Most scientists believe that after the

'big bang' there was basically a lot of

what they call interstellar dust.

And that these particles of dust

b e g a n t o b e a t t r a c t e d b y

gravitational forces towards each

other. (Scientists do not know what

gravity actually is or where it came

from.)

Then for some reason, supposedly

some of the dust grouped up faster

than other bits, and attracted more

and more material and basically all

of this eventually got so dense in

places that it formed stars, suns like

ours.

In the process of dust attraction and

collisions, planets and moons are

supposed to have been formed.

There are major problems for

scientists with these sorts of

theoretical “models”. For example

such models can not adequately

explain how the ice planets

(Neptune and Uranus) in the outer

solar system formed.

What is believed by many scientists,

is that over the billions of years that

they guess the universe has existed,

some stars have blown up and the

material has formed new stars and

planets like our own. Such scientists

guess that ours is a young sun and

that you and I are made from such

star dust, from old blown up stars.
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in the expanse of the heavens

to give light upon the earth,

To rule over the day and over

the night, and to separate the

light from the darkness. And

saw that it was good

(fitting, pleasant) and

approved it. And there was

evening and there was

morning, a fourth day.

20 And said, Let the

waters bring forth abundantly

and swarm with living

creatures, and let birds fly

over the earth in the open

expanse of the heavens.

21 created the great sea

monsters and every living

creature that moves, which the

waters brought forth

abundantly, according to their

kinds, and every winged bird

according to its kind. And

saw that it was good

(suitable, admirable) and

approved it.

22 And blessed them,

saying, Be fruitful, multiply,

and fill the waters in the seas,

and let the fowl multiply in

the earth.

23 And there was evening and

there was morning, a fifth day.

24 And said, Let the

earth bring forth living

creatures according to their

kinds: livestock, creeping

things, and wild beasts of the

earth according to their kinds.

And it was so.

25 And made the wild

beasts of the earth according

to their kinds, and domestic

animals according to their

kinds, and everything that

creeps upon the earth

according to its kind. And

saw that it was good

(fitting, pleasant) and

approved it.

26 God said, [

] make

mankind in image, after

, and let them

have complete authority over

the fish of the sea, the birds of

the air, the tame beasts, and

over all of the earth, and over

everything that creeps upon

the earth.

27 So created man in

His own image, in the image

and likeness of

created him; male and female

created them.

28 And blessed them

and said to them, Be fruitful,

multiply, and fill the earth,

and subdue it using all its vast

resources in the service of
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the expanse. And it was so.

8 And called the

firmament Heavens. And

there was evening and there

was morning, a second day.

9 And said, Let the waters

u n d e r t h e

heavens be

collected into

one place of

standing, and

let the dry land

appear. And it

was so.

10 called

the dry land

Earth, and the

accumulated

w a t e r s

called Seas.

And saw

that this was

good (fitting,

a d m i r a b l e )

a  n  d

approved it.

11 And

said, Let the

earth put forth tender

vegetation: plants yielding

seed and fruit trees yielding

fruit whose seed is in itself,

each according to its kind,

upon the earth. And it was so.

12 The earth brought forth

vegetation: plants yielding

seed according to their own

kinds and trees bearing fruit in

which was their seed, each

according to its kind. And

saw that it was good

(suitable, admirable) and

approved it.

13 And there

was evening

and there was

m o r n i n g , a

third day.

14 And

said, Let there

be lights in the

expanse of the

h e a v e n s t o

separate the

day from the

night, and let

them be signs

and tokens of

provident care,

and to mark

seasons, days,

and years, And

let them be

lights in the

expanse of the sky to give light

upon the earth.And it was so.

16 And made the two

great lights--the greater light

(the sun) to rule the day and

the lesser light (the moon) to

rule the night. He also made

the stars. And set them
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The Bible (from a Greek

word meaning library) is

made up of the New and

Old Testament books and

people often

call it, ‘the Word’ or ‘Word

o f G o d ’ , b u t m o r e

correctly, it calls itself ‘the

Scripture(s)’.

inspired the recording

of everything written in the

Bible and it even records

direct words from

. The phrase ‘the

’ is often

more accurately a title of

, than the

book’s name

just loosely

God

God

Himself

Word of God

the Lord Jesus

Surprisingly the data from the

satellites (WMAP) discussed earlier

is showing accurately that the stars

were not created straight away.

Even this process of star formation is

not clear to the scientists. Presently

they are looking at the presence of

“dark matter” as being involved.

And it is not clear to them what it is

that they are looking for. They think

that Dark matter does not give off

light, but has gravitational qualities.

Although the whole thing is

theoretical, they make statements

like this:

Peter Greene quoted above asked

this question:

And again from above

How do these two statements

relate? Is there a clear answer that

will never be changed on us?

Awesomely the answers have

been written for thousands of years,

available in nearly every bookshop

and library in the western world, in

the most printed book ever

produced.

The Bible.

There

is.

Galaxies are Born Inside

Dark Matter Clumps,

Cornell Study of Nasa

Spitzer Space Telescope

Data Shows

Try mixing caramel into vanilla

ice cream -- you will always end up

with globs and swirls of caramel.

Scientists are finding that galaxies

may distribute themselves in

similar ways throughout the

universe and in places where

there is lots of so-called dark

matter.

A computer simulation of the

distribution of "dark" matter at an

early point in the history of the

universe. The observations by

Cornell's Duncan Farrah and

colleagues provide solid evidence

that galaxies in the distant past

trace this matter distribution very

well and that these galaxies will

eventually reside in extremely

rich clusters of galaxies at the

current epoch. Farrah believes his

study also provides valuable

insights into understanding how

dark matter helped mould the

evolution of the universe.

http://www.spaceref.com/news/viewpr.nl.h

tml?pid=19627

“Our species is one that seeks its

origin, and the deepest of all

questions of origin is, how did the

universe begin? . .”

“The new data also inform

scientists that only four-percent

of the universe is ordinary

matter that we can see. Twenty-

two percent is unidentified dark

matter, and 74 percent is a

mysterious dark energy.”

, David

McAlary

PRESS RELEASE

April 20, 2006

Cornell University

By Alex Kwan

PRESS RELEASE

April 20, 2006

Cornell University
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God Separated the Light

from the Darkness

The

Carpenter

of Nazareth

“no one was around when it all

happened so no one really knows

for sure. “

“Scientists base their theories on

research and whatever facts they

can garner about the origins of

earth. Still, their conclusions

involve a leap of faith. “

1 ¶ After said this, he

looked towards heaven and

prayed:

" .  .  . And now, ,

Jesus

Father

Let us hear more

from the ancient

writings—from

t h e o n l y

a u t h o r i t a t i v e

account of what

happened at the

very beginning

of all things. This

quote is from the

Hebrew (Jewish)

and Christian

S c r i p t u r e s ’

opening page.

Quoting again,

Given then that we will have to use

faith, lets look into the most reliable

path for that faith to go in.

So far we have looked at the origins

of all things and the origins

specifically of ourselves and other

life forms on

earth, all from

the confusing

and constantly

s h i f t i n g

perspective of

m a n ’ s

stumblings and

fumbl ings to

discover and

understand for

himself.

It’s as if human

science in this

realm is like

members of a

broken family

trying to piece

together a family history from

shards, ashes, and moth-eaten pieces

of photographs, unaware that a

pristine family photograph album,

with history and genealogy

actually already exists.

Bill Phillips quoted earlier said,

What if this was not true?

Bill Phillips

full

— There was some around

when it all happened, and has the

most reliable testimony and

evidence of all. Who was around at

the beginning to be able to tell us

about the creation of all things like

this?

One

He
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1 ¶  In the beginning

created the heavens and the

earth.

2  Now the earth was formless

and empty, darkness was over

the surface of the deep, and

the was

hovering over the waters.

3 ¶ And said, "Let there

be light," and there was light.

4 saw that the light was

good,

.

God

Spirit of God

God

God

and separated the

light from the darkness

He

16 For it was in that all

things were created, in heaven

and on earth, things seen and

things unseen, whether

thrones, dominions, rulers, or

authorities; all things were

created and exist through

by service, intervention

and in and for And

existed before all

things, and in all things

consist (cohere, are held

together).

18 also is the Head of

body, the church; seeing is

,

from among the

dead, so that alone in

everything and in every

respect might occupy the

chief place stand first and be

pre-eminent.

19 For it has pleased the

that all the divine

fullness (the sum total of the

divine perfection, powers, and

attributes) should dwell in

permanently.”

So let us hear what the Old

Testament has recorded in it

about works in creating all

things. These quotes are again

from the Amplified Bible.

1 IN THE beginning

(prepared, formed, fashioned,

and) created the heavens and

the earth.

2 The earth was without form

and an empty waste, and

darkness was upon the face of

the very great deep.

was moving

(hovering, brooding) over the

face of the waters.

3 And said, Let there be

light; and there was light.

4 And saw that the light

was good (suitable, pleasant)

and approved it; and

separated the light from the

darkness. And called the

light Day, and the darkness

He called Night. And there

was evening and there was

morning, one day.

6 And said, Let there be

a firmament the expanse of

the sky in the midst of the

waters, and let it separate the

waters below from the waters

above. And made the

firmament the expanse and

separated the waters which

were under the expanse from

the waters which were above

Him

Him

His

Him. He

Himself

Him

He His

He

The Beginning The

Firstborn

He

Father

Him

God’s

God

The

Spirit Of God

God

God

He God

God

God

God

Col 1: 14- 19 Amplified Bible

When walked on Earth,

quoted from and gave utter

credibility to the accounts recorded

in the Old Testament.

Jesus He
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for every thought that you have ever

had, for every sinful action you have

ever done or helped others do. For

every good thing that you never did.

And there will be no balancing of

some nice things you have done

against the sin you have done in

sight.

Your life will be measured against

the goodness of and no one

measures up to that standard.

Your only hope is to believe the

promise from now while still

alive on Earth that if you believe in

with all of your heart

and what He did in paying for your

sins by dying on the cross in Israel

just on two thousand years ago, then

will accept payment for

your sins and not hold you

accountable for them. That you then

must live led by for the

rest of your days for ’s glory

avoiding sin and doing ’s will.

Your first step in turning away form

sin and choosing to believe in

and what He says, is to be baptised,

and meet with other Christians, and

read the Bible to discover what

has already said about and

how you are to utterly fit into

will for your life.

As you carry on with you will

find that will also empower you

with the power of

and you will end up with a gift from

like speaking in tongues,

speaking prophecy, praying

successfully for healing, or doing

miracles, there is a full list in the New

Testament.

Look for people who call themselves

Christians and teach these things.

Not only is the Bible right about

Creation, it also tells us the truth

about the current work of the Holy

Spirit amongst us!

Creation is a miracle and is still

doing miracles today!

If you are coming to Christ or are a

person who fell away from believing

in Jesus, and polluted your mind

and heart with worldly and demonic

philosophies of evolution, then read

on. For to be saved by THE

, you must purge yourself of any

traces of evolutionary thinking!

There is more in the New Testament

in the Bible that can tell us about

Jesus the and His work

in creation. Speaking of . .

God’s

Jesus

God

Jesus Christ

God Jesus’

God’s Spirit

God

God

God

God

Himself

His

God

He

His Holy Spirit

Him

God

Creator

God

Son Of God

Jesus

The Creation of All

Things

14 In we have our

redemption through blood,

which means the forgiveness of

our sins. Now is the exact

likeness of the unseen the

visible representation of the

invisible; is the

of all creation.

Whom

His

He

God

He Firstborn
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glorify in your

presence with the glory

had with before the

world began.

Me

I

You

John 17:1a,5

1 ¶  In the beginning was the

Word, and the Word was with

, and the Word was .

2 was with in the

beginning.

3 Through all things

were made; without

nothing was made that has

been made.

4  In was life, and that

life was the light of men.

5 ¶ The light shines in the

darkness, but the darkness has

not understood it.

22 ¶  One day said to

disciples, "Let’s go over

to the other side of the lake."

So they got into a boat and set

out. As they sailed, fell

asleep. A squall came down

on the lake, so that the boat

was being swamped, and they

were in great danger.

24 The disciples went and

woke saying, " ,

, we’re going to

drown!" got up and

rebuked the wind and the

raging waters; the storm

subsided, and all was calm.

"Where is your faith?"

asked disciples. In fear

and amazement they asked

God God

He God

Him

Him

Him

Jesus

His

He

Him, Master

Master

He

He

His

John 1

Now we have moved dramatically

from what man tries to work out, to

what has chosen to reveal. To do

that we will look at a lot of Scripture.

God

We are confronted with the

actually created it all.

declares that he was with

before the world

began.

This is a monumental statement.

Just is then?

And this most ordinary and yet

utterly extraordinary walked

the earth just under 2, 000 years ago.

had chosen to reveal Himself

directly to the human race for an

amazing purpose. A purpose set in

motion before the foundation of the

Earth was even laid.

came as the ultimate revelation

of to the human race. To die

suffer ng, enabling even our sins to

be forgiven.

And to prove it all,

raised from the dead!

And when comes to this planet

even the creation itself recognises

is.

Person

Who

Jesus His

Father In Heaven

Who Jesus

Person

God

Jesus

God

i

God the Father

Jesus

He

Who He
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one another, " is this?

commands even the winds

and the water, and they obey

.”

26 ¶  In the sixth month,

sent the angel Gabriel to

Nazareth, a town in Galilee,

to a virgin pledged to be

married to a man named

Joseph, a descendant of

David. The virgin’s name was

Mary.

28 The angel went to her and

said, "Greetings, you who are

highly favoured! The is

with you."

29  Mary was greatly troubled

at his words and wondered

what kind of greeting this

might be.  But the angel said

to her, "Do not be afraid,

Mary, you have found favour

with . You will be with

child and give birth to a son,

and you are to give him the

name .  He will be great

and will be called the of

the . The

will give him the throne

of his father David,  and

will reign over the house of

Jacob for ever; his kingdom

will never end."

34  "How will this be," Mary

asked the angel, "since I am a

virgin?"

35 The angel answered, "The

will come upon

you, and the power of the

will overshadow

you. So the to be

born will be called the

.  Even Elizabeth your

relative is going to have a

child in her old age, and she

who was said to be barren is

who He

Him

God

Lord

God

Jesus

Son

Most High Lord

God

He

Holy Spirit

Most High

Holy One

Son of

God

Luke 8:22-25

Jesus

His

Jesus

Lord God

was born in the small town

called Bethlehem, just outside of

Jerusalem. It was the home town of

mother’s ancestor King David,

and the Roman Emperor had

ordered everyone in his Empire to

return to their ancestral home towns

for the purposes of a taxation census.

The build up to the birth of is

anything but normal. Mary was

promised for marriage (betrothed) to

a carpenter called Joseph, also a

descendant of Israel’s King David.

As was the Godly way of those

times, Mary was still a virgin. And

an angel (a spiritual being - see

below) sent from the

spoke to Mary.
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“And still does miracles

through the disciples of

today, confirming

is, and the reality and truth of

what the Scriptures say ”

God

Jesus

JesusWho

.

words that has spoken will

judge every person that has ever

lived. Those who have whole

heartedly trusted and believed the

will be given Eternal

Life.

While those whose names are not

found written in ’s Book of Life

who have held on to their sins and

not turned for forgiveness and

utterly believed in , will be

thrown—in their new imperishable

bodies, thrown—into the burning

lake of fire for ever and ever—to be

tormented with no hope of reprieve

for all Eternity. And will not

remember them nor look upon them

ever.

Where are you going?

The issues just put before you are of

eternal consequence. On the day you

are raised from the dead to face

for the sins in your life, there will be

no where to run and hide.

You will stand before to answer

Jesus

Lord Jesus

God

God’s Son

God

God

God

3 ¶  First of all, you must

understand that in the last

days scoffers will come,

scoffing and following their

own evil desires.

4 They will say, "Where is

this ‘coming’ promised?

Ever since our fathers died,

everything goes on as it has

since the beginning of

creation."

5  But they deliberately forget

that long ago by ’s word

the heavens existed and the

earth was formed out of water

and by water.

6  By these waters also the

world of that time was

deluged and destroyed.

7  By the same word the

present heavens and earth are

reserved for fire, being kept

for the day of judgment and

destruction of ungodly men.

8 ¶  But do not forget this

one thing, dear friends: With

the a day is like a

thousand years, and a

thousand years are like a day.

9 ¶ The is not slow

in keeping his promise, as

some understand slowness.

is patient with you, not

wanting anyone to perish, but

everyone to come to

repentance.

10  But the day of the

will come like a thief. The

heavens will disappear with a

roar; the elements will be

destroyed by fire, and the

earth and everything in it will

be laid bare.

He

God

Lord

Lord

He

Lord

[Uniformitarianism ]?

2 Peter 3:9

Where will you spend

Eternity?
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43 ¶  "You have heard that it

was said, ‘Love your

neighbour and hate your

enemy.’ But tell you: Love

your enemies and pray for

those who persecute you,

45  that you may be sons of

your Father in heaven. He

causes his sun to rise on the

evil and the good, and sends

rain on the righteous and the

unrighteous.  If you love those

who love you, what reward

will you get? Are not even the

tax collectors doing that?

47 And if you greet only your

brothers, what are you doing

more than others? Do not

even pagans do that?

48  Be perfect, therefore, as

your H is

perfect.

". . for the very work that the

has given me to

finish, and which am doing,

testifies that the has

sent me.

“ tell you the truth, anyone

who has faith in me will do

what I have been doing. He

will do even greater things

than these, because am

going to the .

I

eavenly Father

Father

I

Father

I

I

Father

“ . . Believe the miracles, that

you may know and

understand that the is

in me, and in the .”

Father

I Father

John 10:38b

John 5:36

John 14:12

Followers of still see and do

through the things that the

first did amongst us all.

The evidences of the miracles,

healings, signs and wonders that

is still doing today through the

Name of still speak freshly to

the human race today.

says,

death and resurrection have

destroyed the power of the Devil for

those who come through Jesus to

in full assurance of faith.

And God still does miracles through

the disciples of today

confirming Who is, and the

reality and truth of the Scriptures.

If you choose to turn your mind and

heart and believe in the

, following and holding His

words in your heart, then you too

will become a child of . Given

the chance to persevere to the end

and to be adopted at the Return of

in the clouds, and Resurrection

of the faithful dead—adopted as a

son of , receiving a body that can

never get sick or die again.

The alternative is extremely

sobering. At the end of time the

Jesus

Him,

Lord Jesus

God

Jesus

Jesus

Jesus’

God

Jesus

Jesus

Jesus Son of

God

God

Jesus

God
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in her sixth month.   For

nothing is impossible with

.”

"  I am the ’s servant,"

Mary answered. "May it be to

me as you have said." Then

the angel left her.

39 ¶ At that time Mary got

ready and hurried to a town in

the hill country of Judea,

where she entered Zechariah’s

home and greeted Elizabeth.

When Elizabeth heard Mary’s

greeting, the baby leaped in

her womb, and Elizabeth was

filled with the .

42  In a loud voice she

exclaimed:

"  Blessed are you among

women, and blessed is the

child you will bear!

As soon as the

sound of your greeting

reached my ears, the baby in

my womb leaped for joy.

Blessed is she who has

believed that what the

has said to her will be

accomplished!"

46 And Mary said:

"  My soul glorifies the

and my spirit rejoices in

my ,   for has

been mindful of the humble

state of his servant. From now

on all generations will call me

blessed,  for the

has done great things for

me—holy is .

“ His mercy extends to those

who fear him, from generation

to generation.   He has

performed mighty deeds with

his arm; he has scattered those

who are proud in their inmost

thoughts.   He has brought

down rulers from their thrones

but has lifted up the humble.

“ He has filled the hungry

with good things but has sent

the rich away empty.   He has

helped his servant Israel,

remembering to be merciful

to Abraham and his

descendants for ever, even as

he said to our fathers.”

God

Lord

Holy Spirit

Lord

Lord

God

Saviour He

Mighty One

His Name

Luke 12:26-38

Luke 1:39-55

But why

am I so favoured, that

should

come to me?

the

mother of my Lord

Mary went immediately to see her

relative Elizabeth that the angel

Gabriel had told her was also

pregnant. (Elizabeth was an old

woman and had been barren many

years, never able to conceive and

have a baby.)

Mary stayed with Elizabeth for

about three months and then

returned home.

Elizabeth gave birth and the baby

was to grow up to be known as John
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the Baptist. He was to prepare Israel

for the coming , Mary

would give birth to six months later.

grew up as any other Jewish

boy of day. didn’t go on any

world trips or anything as some

people imagine, and instead learnt

the trade of his apparent father,

carpentry. became “ the

Carpenter” of Nazareth.

Messiah Who

Jesus

His He

He

1 ¶  In those days Caesar

Augustus issued a decree that

a census should be taken of

the entire Roman world. (This

was the first census that took

place while Quirinius was

governor of Syria.) And

everyone went to his own

town to register.

4  So Joseph also went up

from the town of Nazareth in

Galilee to Judea, to

Bethlehem the town of David,

because he belonged to the

house and line of David.  He

went there to register with

Mary, who was pledged to be

married to him and was

expecting a child. While they

were there, the time came for

the to be born,   and she

gave birth to her firstborn, a

son. She wrapped in

cloths and placed in a

manger, because there was no

room for them in the inn.

8 ¶ And there were shepherds

living out in the fields near by,

keeping watch over their

flocks at night. An angel of

the appeared to them,

and the glory of the

shone around them, and they

were terrified.  But the angel

said to them, "Do not be

afraid. I bring you good news

of great joy that will be for all

the people.

11 “Today in the town of

David a has been

born to you; he is

. This will be a sign to

you: You will find a

wrapped in cloths and lying in

a manger."   Suddenly a great

company of the heavenly host

appeared with the angel,

praising and saying,

"Glory to in the highest,

and on earth peace to men on

whom his favour rests."

15 When the angels had left

them and gone into heaven,

the shepherds said to one

another, "Let’s go to

Bethlehem and see this thing

that has happened, which the

has told us about."

16  So they hurried off and

found Mary and Joseph, and

, was lying in

the manger.

Baby

Him

Him

Lord

Lord

Saviour

Christ The

Lord

Baby

God

God

Lord

The Baby Who
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while you are still with him

on the way, or he may hand

you over to the judge, and the

judge may hand you over to

the officer, and you may be

thrown into prison. tell you

the truth, you will not get out

until you have paid the last

penny.

27 ¶  "You have heard that it

was said, ‘Do not commit

adultery.’ But tell you that

anyone who looks at a woman

lustfully has already

committed adultery with her

in his heart.

29  If your right eye causes

you to sin, gouge it out and

throw it away. It is better for

you to lose one part of your

body than for your whole

body to be thrown into hell.

And if your right hand causes

you to sin, cut it off and throw

it away. It is better for you to

lose one part of your body

than for your whole body to

go into hell.

31  "It has been said, ‘Anyone

who divorces his wife must

give her a certificate of

divorce.’ But I tell you that

anyone who divorces his wife,

except for marital

unfaithfulness, causes her to

become an adulteress, and

anyone who marries the

divorced woman commits

adultery.

33 ¶  "Again, you have heard

that it was said to the people

long ago, ‘Do not break your

oath, but keep the oaths you

have made to the .’ But

I tell you, Do not swear at all:

either by heaven, for it is

’s throne;  or by the

earth, for it is his footstool; or

by Jerusalem, for it is the city

of the Great King. And do

not swear by your head, for

you cannot make even one

hair white or black.

37  Simply let your ‘Yes’ be

‘Yes’, and your ‘No’, ‘No’;

anything beyond this comes

from the evil one.

38 ¶  "You have heard that it

was said, ‘Eye for eye, and

tooth for tooth.’ But tell

you, Do not resist an evil

person. If someone strikes you

on the right cheek, turn to him

the other also.

40 And if someone wants to

sue you and take your tunic,

let him have your cloak as

well.  If someone forces you

to go one mile, go with him

two miles.  Give to the one

who asks you, and do not turn

away from the one who wants

to borrow from you.

I

I

Lord

God

I
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in heaven, for in the same way

they persecuted the prophets

who were before you.

13 ¶  "You are the salt of the

earth. But if the salt loses its

saltiness, how can it be made

salty again? It is no longer

good for anything, except to

be thrown out and trampled

by men.

14  "You are the light of the

world. A city on a hill cannot

be hidden.   Neither do people

light a lamp and put it under a

bowl. Instead they put it on its

stand, and it gives light to

everyone in the house.  In the

same way, let your light shine

before men, that they may see

your good deeds and praise

your Father in heaven.

17 ¶  "Do not think that have

come to abolish the Law or

the Prophets; have not come

to abolish them but to fulfil

them.

18 tell you the truth, until

heaven and earth disappear,

not the smallest letter, not the

least stroke of a pen, will by

any means disappear from the

Law until everything is

accomplished.

19 Anyone who breaks one of

the least of these

commandments and teaches

others to do the same will be

called least in the kingdom of

heaven, but whoever practises

and teaches these commands

will be called great in the

kingdom of heaven.

20  For tell you that unless

your righteousness surpasses

that of the Pharisees and the

teachers of the law, you will

certainly not enter the

kingdom of heaven.

21 ¶  "You have heard that it

was said to the people long

ago, ‘Do not murder, and

anyone who murders will be

subject to judgment.’

22  But tell you that anyone

who is angry with his brother

will be subject to judgment.

Again, anyone who says to his

brother, ‘Raca,’ is answerable

to the Sanhedrin. But anyone

who says, ‘You fool!’ will be

in danger of the fire of hell.

23  "Therefore, if you are

offering your gift at the altar

and there remember that your

brother has something against

you,  leave your gift there in

front of the altar. First go and

be reconciled to your brother;

then come and offer your gift.

25  "Settle matters quickly

with your adversary who is

taking you to court. Do it

I

I

I

I

I
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17 When they had seen ,

they spread the word

concerning what had been

told them about this

and all who heard it were

amazed at what the shepherds

said to them.   But Mary

treasured up all these things

and pondered them in her

heart.

20 The shepherds returned,

glorifying and praising

for all the things they had

heard and seen, which were

just as they had been told.

21 ¶  On the eighth day, when

it was time to circumcise him,

he was named , the name

the angel had given him

before he had been conceived.

22 When the time of their

purification according to the

Law of Moses had been

completed, Joseph and Mary

took to Jerusalem to

present him to the (as it

is written in the Law of the

, "Every firstborn male

is to be consecrated to the

"),  and to offer a

sacrifice in keeping with what

is said in the Law of the

: "a pair of doves or two

young pigeons".

25 ¶  Now there was a man in

Jerusalem called Simeon, who

was righteous and devout. He

was waiting for the

consolation of Israel, and the

was upon him.

It had been revealed to him by

the that he would

not die before he had seen the

’s .

27  Moved by the , he

went into the temple courts.

When the parents brought in

the to do for

what the custom of the Law

required,  Simeon took in

his arms and praised ,

saying:   " ,

as you have promised, you

now dismiss your servant in

peace.   For my eyes have

seen S ,

which have prepared in

the sight of all people,  a light

for revelation to the Gentiles

and for glory to people

Israel."

33 The father and

mother marvelled at what was

said about

34 Then Simeon blessed

them and said to Mary, his

mother: "This is

destined to cause the falling

and rising of many in Israel,

and to be a sign that will be

spoken against,  so that the

Him

Child,

God

Jesus

Him

Lord

Lord

Lord

Lord

Holy Spirit

Holy Spirit

Lord Christ

Spirit

Child Jesus Him

Him

God

Sovereign Lord

Your alvation

You

Your

Child’s

Him.

Child
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thoughts of many hearts will

be revealed. And a sword will

pierce your own soul too."

36 There was also a

prophetess, Anna, the

daughter of Phanuel, of the

tribe of Asher. She was very

old; she had lived with her

husband seven years after her

marriage,   and then was a

widow until she was eighty-

four. She never left the temple

but worshipped night and day,

fasting and praying.  Coming

up to them at that very

moment, she gave thanks to

and spoke about the

child to all who were looking

forward to the redemption of

Jerusalem.

39 When Joseph and Mary

had done everything required

by the Law of the , they

returned to Galilee to their

own town of Nazareth. And

the grew and became

strong; was filled with

wisdom, and the grace of

was upon

41 ¶  Every year parents

went to Jerusalem for the

Feast of the Passover. When

was twelve years old, they

went up to the Feast,

according to the custom.

After the Feast was over,

while his parents were

returning home, the boy

stayed behind in Jerusalem,

but they were unaware of it.

44 Thinking was in their

company, they travelled on for

a day. Then they began

looking for among their

relatives and friends. When

they did not find , they

went back to Jerusalem to

look for him. After three days

they found in the temple

courts, sitting among the

teachers, listening to them and

asking them questions.

Everyone who heard was

amazed at understanding

and answers.

48 When parents saw

, they were astonished.

His mother said to him, "Son,

why have you treated us like

this? Your father and I have

been anxiously searching for

you."

"Why were you searching for

?" he asked. "Didn’t you

know had to be in my

’s house?"   But they

did not understand what

was saying to them.

51 Then went down to

Nazareth with them and was

obedient to them. But

God

Lord

Child

He

God Him.

His

He

Jesus
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Him

Him

Him

His

His

His

Him

Me

I

Father

He

He
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fishermen.  "Come, follow

me," said, "and will

make you fishers of men."  At

once they left their nets and

followed him.

21  Going on from there,

saw two other brothers, James

son of Zebedee and his

brother John. They were in a

boat with their father

Zebedee, preparing their nets.

Jesus called them,   and

immediately they left the boat

and their father and followed

him.

23 ¶ went throughout

Galilee, teaching in their

synagogues, preaching the

good news of the kingdom,

and healing every disease and

sickness among the people.

24  News about spread

all over Syria, and people

brought to him all who were

ill with various diseases, those

suffering severe pain, the

demon-possessed, those

having seizures, and the

paralysed, and healed

them.

25  Large crowds from

Galilee, the Decapolis,

Jerusalem, Judea and the

region across the Jordan

followed him. 1 ¶  Now when

he saw the crowds, he went up

on a mountainside and sat

down. His disciples came to

him,

2  and he began to teach them,

saying:

3 ¶  "Blessed are the poor in

spirit, for theirs is the

kingdom of heaven.

4  Blessed are those who

mourn, for they will be

comforted.

5  Blessed are the meek, for

they will inherit the earth.

6  Blessed are those who

hunger and thirst for

righteousness, for they will be

filled.

7  Blessed are the merciful,

for they will be shown mercy.

8  Blessed are the pure in

heart, for they will see

9  Blessed are the

peacemakers, for they will be

called sons of .

10  Blessed are those who are

persecuted because of

righteousness, for theirs is the

kingdom of heaven.

11  "Blessed are you when

people insult you, persecute

you and falsely say all kinds

of evil against you because of

.  Rejoice and be glad,

because great is your reward

Jesus I

He

Jesus

Him

He

God.

God

Me
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claim to be ."

34  Jesus answered them, "Is

it not written in your Law, ‘I

have said you are gods’?   If

he called them ‘gods’, to

whom the word of

came— and the Scripture

cannot be broken— what

about the the

set apart as

and sent into the world?

Why then do you accuse

of blasphemy because said,

‘I ’?

37  Do not believe unless

do what does.

38  But if do it, even though

you do not believe ,

believe the miracles, that you

may know and understand

that the is in , and

in the ."

39 ¶ Again they tried to seize

him, but he escaped their

grasp.

10 said to him, "Away

from me, Satan! For it is

written: ‘Worship the

your , and serve Him

only.’"

11 Then the devil left

and angels came and attended

12 ¶ When heard that

John had been put in prison,

he returned to Galilee.

Leaving Nazareth, went

and lived in Capernaum,

which was by the lake in the

area of Zebulun and

Naphtali— to fulfil what was

said through the prophet

Isaiah:

15  "Land of Zebulun and

land of Naphtali, the way to

the sea, along the Jordan,

Galilee of the Gentiles— the

people living in darkness have

seen a great light; on those

living in the land of the

shadow of death a light has

dawned."

17  From that time on

began to preach, "Repent, for

the kingdom of heaven is

near."

18 ¶ As was walking

beside the Sea of Galilee, he

saw two brothers, Simon

called Peter and his brother

Andrew. They were casting a

net into the lake, for they were

God
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When Jesus had been baptised, he

fasted for forty days and nights.

And then he was tempted by the

Devil. Not once did yield to

him, and answered the final

temptation with,

Jesus
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mother treasured all these

things in her heart. And

grew in wisdom and stature,

and in favour with and

men.

21 ¶ When all the people

were being baptised,

was baptised too. And as

was praying, heaven was

opened  and the

descended on him in bodily

form like a dove. And a voice

came from heaven:

23  Now was

about thirty years old when he

began his ministry. was

the son, so it was thought, of

Joseph, the son of Heli,

24  the son of Matthat, the son

of Levi, the son of Melki, the

son of Jannai, the son of

Joseph,

25  the son of Mattathias, the

son of Amos, the son of

Nahum, the son of Esli, the

son of Naggai,

26  the son of Maath, the son

of Mattathias, the son of

Semein, the son of Josech, the

son of Joda,

27  the son of Joanan, the son

of Rhesa, the son of

Zerubbabel, the son of

Shealtiel, the son of Neri,

28  the son of Melki, the son

of Addi, the son of Cosam, the

son of Elmadam, the son of

Er,

29  the son of Joshua, the son

of Eliezer, the son of Jorim,

the son of Matthat, the son of

Levi,

30  the son of Simeon, the son

of Judah, the son of Joseph,

Jesus

God

Jesus

He

Holy Spirit

Jesus Himself

He

Luke 2

"You are my ,

whom love; with you

am well pleased."

Son

I I

Jesus

Jesus

His Heavenly

Father

Jesus

’ second cousin John, started

baptising Israel calling them to turn

from their sins. And though no

sinner, to please

in every regard, went down

to the river Jordan to be baptised as

well. If you also believe in you

also have to be baptised.

In reading the whole genealogy

following the description of ’

baptism below, you will note that it

is extensive, going right back to the

first man created. Perhaps only

the Jewish race can do this. For only

they, under ’s direction,

have meticulously kept the records

through the millennia. When you

read the Old Testament of the Bible,

you will find the people who you are

descended off as well. Sometimes

the very nation or tribe you are

originally from can be easily

identified.

Jesus

God

God’s Spirit
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the son of Jonam, the son of

Eliakim,

31  the son of Melea, the son

of Menna, the son of

Mattatha, the son of Nathan,

the son of David,

32  the son of Jesse, the son of

Obed, the son of Boaz, the

son of Salmon, the son of

Nahshon,

33  the son of Amminadab,

the son of Ram, the son of

Hezron, the son of Perez, the

son of Judah,

34  the son of Jacob, the son

of Isaac, the son of Abraham,

the son of Terah, the son of

Nahor,

35  the son of Serug, the son

of Reu, the son of Peleg, the

son of Eber, the son of Shelah,

36  the son of Cainan, the son

of Arphaxad, the son of Shem,

the son of Noah, the son of

Lamech,

37  the son of Methuselah, the

son of Enoch, the son of

Jared, the son of Mahalalel,

the son of Kenan,

38  the son of Enosh, the son

of Seth, the son of Adam, the

son of .

18 ¶ This is how the birth of

came about: His

mother Mary was pledged to

be married to Joseph, but

before they came together, she

was found to be with child

through the .

19  Because Joseph her

husband was a righteous man

and did not want to expose

her to public disgrace, he had

in mind to divorce her quietly.

20  But after he had

considered this, an angel of

the appeared to him in a

dream and said, "Joseph son

of David, do not be afraid to

take Mary home as your wife,

because what is conceived in

her is from the .

21  She will give birth to a

son, and you are to give him

the name , because he

will save his people from their

sins."

22 All this took place to fulfil

what the had said

through the prophet:

23  "The virgin will be

God

Jesus Christ

Holy Spirit

Lord

Holy Spirit

Jesus

Lord

Jesus has another genealogy,

additional to this first one

apparently given through his

mother Mary. This one from

Matthew’s gospel works forward

from after the Flood of Noah starting

withAbraham.

Mary remained a virgin until after

Jesus was born.
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This news about spread

throughout Judea and the

surrounding country.

18  John’s disciples told him

about all these things. Calling

two of them,  he sent them to

the to ask, "Are you the

one who was to come, or

should we expect someone

else?" When the men came to

Jesus, they said, "John the

Baptist sent us to you to ask,

‘Are you the one who was to

come, or should we expect

someone else?’"

21 At that very time

cured many who had diseases,

sicknesses and evil spirits, and

gave sight to many who were

blind.   So he replied to the

messengers, "Go back and

report to John what you have

seen and heard: The blind

receive sight, the lame walk,

those who have leprosy are

cured, the deaf hear, the dead

are raised, and the good news

is preached to the poor.

Blessed is the man who does

not fall away on account of

.”

22 ¶ Then came the Feast of

Dedication at Jerusalem. It

was winter,  and was in

the temple area walking in

Solomon’s Colonnade. The

Jews gathered round

saying, "How long will

keep us in suspense? If

are the , tell us

plainly." answered, "

did tell you, but you do not

believe. The miracles do in

’s name speak for

,   but you do not believe

because you are not

sheep.

27 sheep listen to

voice; know them, and they

follow me. give them

eternal life, and they shall

never perish; no-one can

snatch them out of hand.

My , who has given

them to me, is greater than all;

no-one can snatch them out of

my ’s hand.

30 and the are one."

31 Again the Jews picked up

stones to stone ,  but

said to them, " have

shown you many great

miracles from the . For

which of these do you stone

?"

33  "We are not stoning you

for any of these," replied the

Jews, "but for blasphemy,

because you, a mere man,
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And here Luke tells us what

was doing,

Jesus

1 ¶  . . When had

finished saying all this in the

hearing of the people,

entered Capernaum. There a

centurion’s servant, whom his

master valued highly, was sick

and about to die. The

centurion heard of and

sent some elders of the Jews

to him, asking him to come

and heal his servant.

4 When they came to ,

they pleaded earnestly with

, "This man deserves to

have you do this, because he

loves our nation and has built

our synagogue."

6  So went with them.

was not far from the house

when the centurion sent

friends to say to him:

" , don’t trouble

yourself, for I do not deserve

to have come under my

roof. That is why I did not

even consider myself worthy

to come to you. But say the

word, and my servant will be

healed.  For I myself am a

man under authority, with

soldiers under me. I tell this

one, ‘Go’, and he goes; and

that one, ‘Come’, and he

comes. I say to my servant,

‘Do this’, and he does it."

When heard this,

was amazed at him, and

turning to the crowd

following him, he said, " tell

you, have not found such

great faith even in Israel."

10 Then the men who had

been sent returned to the

house and found the servant

well.

11 ¶  Soon afterwards,

went to a town called Nain,

and his disciples and a large

crowd went along with him.

As he approached the town

gate, a dead person was being

carried out—the only son of

his mother, and she was a

widow. And a large crowd

from the town was with her.

When the saw her, his

heart went out to her and he

said, "Don’t cry." Then

went up and touched the

coffin, and those carrying it

stood still. said, "Young

man, say to you, get up!"

The dead man sat up and

began to talk, and gave

him back to his mother.

16 They were all filled with

awe and praised . "A

great prophet has appeared

among us," they said. "

has come to help people."
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with child and will give

birth to a son, and they

will call him

“ "— which

means, with us."

24 When Joseph woke up, he

did what the angel of the

had commanded him

and took Mary home as his

wife.   But he had no union

with her until she gave birth

to a son. And he gave him the

name .

1 IN MANY separate

revelations each of which set

forth a portion of the Truth

and in different ways

spoke of old to our forefathers

in and by the prophets,

2 But in the last of these days

He has spoken to us in the

person of a ,

appointed and lawful

of all things, also by

and through

created the worlds and the

reaches of space and the ages

of time made, produced,

built, operated, and arranged

them in order.

3 is the sole expression of

the glory of the Light-

being, the out-raying or

radiance of the divine, and

is the perfect imprint and very

image of s nature,

upholding and maintaining

and guiding and propelling

the universe by mighty

word of power. When had

by offering

accomplished our cleansing of

sins and riddance of guilt, He

sat down at the right hand of

the D on high,

4 Taking a place and rank by

which became as

much superior to angels as the

Immanuel
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ivine Majesty

He Himself

‘ .. “ "— which

means, " with us." ..’

Immanuel
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You might have noticed in the

Scripture reproduced above that

Matthew says that came in

fulfilment to prophecy.

In fact every important aspect of

life is a fulfilment of prophecy.

Words and visions given to s

servants from long ago.

But most importantly look at the

name would have,

In the genealogy reproduced before

we see as the Son of Man, of the

first man Adam. But Jesus is also the

Eternal , Who was with

r before the world was

created. As a person not

created.

The book of Hebrews in the Bible

speaks in these terms,
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glorious (title) which

has inherited is different

from and more excellent than

theirs.

5 For to which of the angels

did ever say, are

, today have

begotten established

in an official

relation, with kingly dignity?

And again, will be to Him a

, and will be to

a ? (II Sam. 7:14; Ps. 27)

6 Moreover, when brings

again

into the habitable world, He

says, Let all the angels of

worship Referring

to the angels He says,

makes angels winds

and ministering servants

flames of fire;  But as to T

, He says to

throne, O is forever and

ever (to the ages of the ages),

and the scepter of

kingdom is a scepter of

absolute righteousness (of

justice and

straightforwardness).

9 You have loved

righteousness have

delighted in integrity, virtue,

and uprightness in purpose,

thought, and action and

have hated lawlessness

(injustice and iniquity).

Therefore even

( ), has

anointed with the oil of

exultant joy and gladness

above and beyond

companions. And further,

, did lay the

foundation of the earth in the

beginning, and the heavens

are the works of hands.

11 They will perish, but

remain and continue

permanently; they will all

grow old and wear out like a

garment.  Like a mantle

thrown about one's self

will roll them up, and they

will be changed and replaced

by others. But remain

the same, and years will

never end nor come to failure.

13 Besides, to which of the

angels has ever said, Sit at

My right hand associated with

in royal dignity till

make your enemies a stool for

your feet? Are not the angels

all ministering spirits

(servants) sent out in the

service of for the

assistance of those who are to

inherit salvation?
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Here we have an overview of work

of the , starting from the

creation of all things, to death

and resurrection for the cleansing of

our sins before .

Lets start at the beginning, the

creation of all things and review

what the Scripture can tell us about

that. From theAmplified Bible again.

During ’ time on Earth he

fulfilled the ancient prophecies

concerning the day when

would visit the human race.And one

of the clearest sets of things that he

had to fulfill to line up being

is something that still

happens through faith in today.

In ancient times the

moved prophet Isaiah to speak

and say,
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has spoken to us in the

person of a ,

appointed and lawful

of all things, also

3 is the sole expression of

the glory of the Light-

being, the out-raying or

radiance of the divine, and

is the perfect imprint and very

image of 's nature,

by and through

created the worlds

and the reaches of space

and the ages of time

made, produced, built,

operated, and arranged

them in order.

upholding and

maintaining and guiding

and propelling the

universe by mighty

word of power.”
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5¶ Then will the eyes of the

blind be opened and the ears

of the deaf unstopped.

6 Then will the lame leap like

a deer, and the mute tongue

shout for joy. Water will gush

forth in the wilderness and

streams in the desert.

I¶ The

is on

because the has

anointed to preach good

news to the poor. has sent

me to bind up the broken-

hearted, to proclaim freedom

for the captives and release

from darkness for the

prisoners,

What Lasting Evidence is

There to Accredit All of

This?

Isaiah 35:5-6

Spirit of the

Sovereign LORD Me,

LORD

Me

He
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